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PREFACE

Vibrational overtone spectroscopy of X-H (X=C,N,O)

containing molecules is an area of recent interest. The
spectroscopic studies of higher vibrational levels yield
valuable informations, regarding,the molecular structure,
intra- and inter-molecular interactions, radiationless transi
tions, intra-molecular vibrational relaxations, multiphoton
excitations and chemical reactivities, which cannot be

z

obtained by other spectroscopic methods.

This thesis presents the results of experimental
investigations on the overtone spectra of some organic
compounds in the liquid phase for the characterization of
CH bonds. The spectra in the fifth overtone region (1fiV=6)
are recorded using a dual beam thermal lens setup and the

lower overtones (.AV=2-5) are recorded spectrophotometrically.

The thesis is presented in six chapters- The first
chapter presents a review of the area of vibrational overtone
spectroscopy of X-H containing molecules. It contains the
description of the local mode model with application to
benzene,the refinements that have been made by various workers
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in the local mode model including the theory of coupled local
mode oscillators with applications to different molecular
systems and an outline of the different investigations appeared
on the intensity aspects of overtone transitions. On the appli
cation side, the important areas of characterization of CH bonds
in organic compounds, intra-molecular vibrational relaxation and
overtone photochemistry are briefly reviewed.

The second chapter presents a brief outline of the
formation, characteristics and the techniques of thermal lens
effect with emphasis on applications in measuring weak absorpt
ions. The various other applications of thermal lens techniques
in Physics and Chemistry are also briefly discussed.

The third chapter contains the description of our dual
beam thermal lens setup used for recording the fifth overtone
spectra. It contains the details of the experimental configura
tion, the components of the apparatus and the various experimental
considerations that are to be carefully executed for the success
ful recording of the overtone spectra. A brief description of
the spectrophotometric measurements of the lower overtones is
also given towards the end of the chapter.

The fourth chapter contains the details of the present
investigations on the overtone spectra of some aromatic mole

cules, namely, acetophenone, benzaldehyde, styrene and polystyrene
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The physical mechanism of the change in aryl CH force constant
(and bond length) up on substitution on the benzene ring is
proposed and discussed in detail. The presence of nonequivalent
methyl CH bonds in acetophenone is established for the first
time and the possible factors influencing the local mode para
meters of the methyl CH bonds are discussed. The overtone

spectra of styrene and polystyrene are compared to those of
benzene leading to the prediction of a small change in the aryl
CH bond length in polystyrene with respect to benzene. The work
on polystyrene presents the first thermal lens overtone spectrum
of a solid and that of a polymer.

The fifth chapter contains the details of the present
investigations on the overtone spectra of some aliphatic
compounds,namely, trichloroethylene, 1,2 dichloro- and dibromo—
ethanes, and 2-butanone. Trichloroethylene belongs to the class
of olefenic compounds which are interesting candidates for over
tone photochemistry. Moreover, this molecule contains only a
single isolated CH bond and hence can be a potential candidate
for mode selective rupture of the CH bond. The fifth overtone
data of trichloroethylene obtained here is used to predict the
change in CH bond length with respect to ethylene. The electron
withdrawing property of chlorine atoms is shown to be the main

reason for the increase of CH bond strength. The Fermi resonance
observed in the lSV=3 region is analyzed and the interaction
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matrix element is calculated. The low frequency vibration
involved in the Fermi interaction is shown to be CH deformation
rather than C::C stretch or C::C stretch + CH deformation. The

overtone spectra of 1,2 dichloro- and dibromoethanes in the
¢§V=2-5 regions show pure local mode overtones, local-local
combinations and local-normal combinations. The pure local
mode overtones and local-local combinations are interpreted

using a coupled Czv local mode Hamiltonian. The possible assign
ments of the local-normal combinations are also given. The
analysis of the overtone spectrum of 2-butanone has shown that

the methyl group away from the carbonyl maintains C3V symmetry
and that adjacent to the carbonyl contains nonequivalent CH

bonds. A C3V coupled local mode Hamiltonian is used to predict
the pure local mode overtones and the local-local combinations,
and this analysis has shown that the main peaks observed in the
spectrum correspond to this methyl group.

The sixth chapter presents the summary and conclusions

of the present overtone spectroscopic studies.

Part of the investigations presented in the thesis has
been published/accepted for publication in the form of the
following papers:

(1) Overtone Spectra of 1,2 Dichloro- and Dibromo-Ethanes in

the Near Infrared Region
T.M.Abdul Rasheed, V.P.N.Nampoori and K.Sathianandan,

Chemical Physics (Netherlands) lQ§, 349 (1986).
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Near Infrared Spectrum of 2-Butanone--A Local Mode Analysis

T.M.Abdul Rasheed, V.P.N.Nampoori and K.Sathianandan,

Spectrochimica Acta (UK) 1987, in press.

CH Overtones in Acetophenone and Benzaldehyde--Aryl and

Methyl Local Modes

T.M.Abdul Rasheed, K.P.B.Moosad, V.P.N.Nampoori and

K.Sathianandan, Journal of Physical Chemistry (USA) 1987,

in press.

CH Local Mode Excitations and Fermi Resonance in Trichloro

ethylene
T.M.Abdul Rasheed, K.P.B.Moosad, V.P.N.Nampoori and

K.Sathianandan, Spectrochimica Acta (UK) 1987, in press.

Fifth CH Overtone Spectrum of Trichloroethylene Detected
by Laser Induced Thermal Lens Effect

T.M.Abdul Rasheed, K.P.B.Moosad, Thomas Baby, V.P.N.

Nampoori and K.Sathianandan, Proceedings of the Fourth
Quantum Electronics Symposium held during Dec.29, 1986

Jan.l, 1987 at Cochin University of Science & Technology,
conducted by DAE, Government of India, pp.98-99.

Fifth Overtone Spectra of Aromatic CH in Chloro and Bromo

Benzenes Detected by Dual Beam CW Thermal Lens Effect

T.M.Abdul Rasheed, K.P.B.Moosad, Thomas Baby, V.P.N.

Nampoori and K.Sathianandan, Laser Applications in Spectro
scopy and Optics (LASO'87) 5-10 Jan.1987, IIT Madras, Paper—13
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Chapter 1

V I BEAT I QNPJ-' OYE R'£‘Q1§IE 7 EXCFETLAZIQN u_QFl f'?—‘9_%Y_A'T—_QM-I Q

M9I;EcQULE3cc_ll§  ‘U713 GROUND JQLECTRQNZC §'1IA'll§

1.10 Introduction

In recent years, the attention of many molecular
spectroscopists all over the world have turned to the study
of the different aspects of higher excited vibrational levels
of the ground electronic state of polyatomic molecules contain
ing X-H (X = C,N,O) oscillators1_4. The major reasons for
this interest are the following: First, it is recognized
in the study of radiationless electronic transitions that
higher excited levels of hydrogen atom based vibrations play
a key role in accepting the excited electronic energy5'9.
Second, the normal mode model, which is found successful in

describing the fundamental vibrations'of molecules, fails to
provide a satisfactory description of the anharmonic overtones.
It is found that the introduction of normal mode anharmonic

coupling terms into the normal mode model results in the pre
diction of complicated spectral patterns, contrary to experi
mental observations1O_12. Third, an understanding of higher
excited vibrational states is essential in the development of
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the theory of multiphoton photochemistry as well as bond
selective chemistry,which are active areas of current
research13'17. The possibility of bond specific excitation
will depend upon the nature of the initially prepared state,
the channels and time scales of relaxation of the excitation
energy etc. The spectroscopic studies of higher overtone
states are concerned with excitation of bonds to a signifi
cant fraction of their bond dissociation energies,and this
can provide a link between chemical reactivity and spectro
scopic properties. Finally, the development of laser based
experimental techniques, such as photoacoustic and thermal
lens techniques, made it possible to measure very weak
(°4= 1O'3 - 10'? cm'l) optical transitions due to overtone
excitation both conveniently and accurately.

1.20 Theoretical Description of Higher Excited Vibrational
Levels--The Local Mode Model

Considerable interest has been focused on the success

of the local mode (LM) model for describing higher excited
vibrational levelslO'l2. This model was introduced by Henry
and Siebrand in their attempt to model radiationless electronic
transitions in polyatomic moleculess. They found that the

Franck-Condon factors for T1~w»So and.S1~*6SO transitions are
governed by the anharmonicity of the CH stretching modes.
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They also found semiquantitative agreement between the anharmoni

city parameter in the Franck-Condon factors and the known

anharmonicity of the CH molecule. This led the authors to find
the relation between the CH anharmonicity constant in the CH
molecule and that in a hydrocarbon molecule. The local mode
model is the outcome of these investigations.

The concept of local modes is complementary to that of
normal modes. Normal modes arise from the analysis of vibra
tional motions for infinitesimal amplitudes, where the molecule
is considered as 3N-6(5) uncoupled harmonic oscillators18’19.
This description is a good model in understanding the funda
mental and, to some extent the lower overtone spectra of poly
atomic molecules18'19. However it cannot be valid under every
conditions. Continued pumping of energy into the vibrational
modes of a molecule leads to dissociation which is a nonharmonic

behaviour. Also,physical intuition suggests that the molecule
may follow low energy pathways leading to dissociation which are
unlikely to be along the normal coordinates. As an example, if
one continuously pump energy into the totally symmetric vibra
tional mode of benzene, the dissociation along this coordinate
requires the simultaneous rupture of all the six CH bonds. This
is a prohibitively high energy process. The breaking of one or
two CH bonds is more likely. The coordinate corresponding to
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rupture of one or two CH bonds involves the coupling of several
normal modes. One can make the above arguments more explicit

by considering the anharmonicities and dissociation energies.
For diatomic molecules there is a clearcut relation between

anharmonicity constant X and dissociation energy D. For example,

if Morse potential is assumed X = jgg. However, in the case of
a polyatomic molecule the relation between normal mode anharmoni

city constants XKL, bond dissociation energies Di and the normal
mode dissociation energies Dk is not obvious. For those normal
modes in which vibrational energy is evenly distributed among
a number of equivalent chemical bonds, the dissociation energy

Dk refers to the sum of all bond energies Di; Dk = %:Di. This
implies a large value of Dk and hence a small value of the
diagonal normal mode anharmonicity constant XKK. As mentioned
earlier,the physically important dissociation is the rupture of
a single chemical bond. The vibration associated with this
rupture is not a normal mode but it is termed as a local mode.
Its dissociation energy is much smaller than the normal mode

dissociation energy: Di£ZLDk so that the corresponding anharmoni
city constant Xii will be much larger than XKK. In other words
for high vibrational quantum levels, the vibrational energy
becomes increasingly more diagonal in a local mode represent
ation than in a normal mode representation, that is, the mole
cule will oscillate in a pattern closer to a local mode rather
than a normal mode.
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Henry and coworkers used these local mode ideas to
obtain normal mode anharmonicity constants and thus describe

the overtone spectra of molecules like NH3, CGH6, CH2Cl2 etc.
in terms of the components of normal mode anharmonicity
constants. From these studies they concluded that higher
vibrational levels of X-H (X = C,N,O) containing molecules
cannot be described in terms of a set of symmetry allowed
normal mode components but instead by a relatively small number

of most anharmonic motions namely, localized excitations of
bond modeslo.

A quantum mechanical description of the one dimen

sional (single bond based) appearance of CH overtone spectra
with particular application to benzene has been given by
Swofford et al in their study of the fifth overtone spectra
of benzene and its deuterated analogues using thermal lens
techniquelz. The theory given by Swofford et al forms the
basis of the local mode treatment of any molecule and hence
it is briefly outlined below. .

If one uses conventional normal mode description,the

number of symmetry allowed states increases dramatically with
quantum number18. The total number of vibrational levels
increases much more rapidly with the quantum number. This is

given by Bose statistics by which there are (V+N'1)Cv ways of
distributing V quanta over N sites. Thus there are 462 CH
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based levels for benzene at V = 6. Of these,l5O states are

allowed. These are the 75 doubly degenerate states of E1
symmetry. However experimental observations show no evidence

for this great variety of CH based excitations. Only a single
broad peak is observed in the aryl CH llv = 6 region for
benzene, deuterated benzenes and substituted benzenes. This
clearly demonstrates the success of the local mode model of
uncoupled anharmonic oscillators localized on individual CH
bonds.

The empirical evidence of one dimensional anharmonic

oscillator in the overtone spectrum of benzene has been known
from as early as 1928 when Elliszo fitted the observed overtone
bands to the equation

AEVO = AV+IW2 (L1)
where A and B are constants and V is the overtone level.

A plot of £%§ versus V for the observed bands from V = 1 to 812
yielded A = 3095 em‘1 and B = -58.4 em'1. The above empirical
equation of Ellis follows directly from the theory of one
dimensional anharmonic oscillatorl8 the energy levels of which
are given by perturbation theory as

\./
:\>

><
to

Z§E§'O = - %&x1+ %x2) + (v + %)x1+ (v + g
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where X1 is the mechanical frequency and X2 is the anharmoni
city. The empirical constants A and B in eqn.(l.1) are related

to these through X1 = (A-B) and X2 = B. (X1 and X2 are related
to conventional spectroscopic parameters through X1 =\fl:and\-¢

X2 = -\»exe).

1.21 Outline of Quantum Mechanical Local Mode Modellz

In seeking one dimensional simplicity, Swofford et al
assumed that the molecular Hamiltonian can be separated into
those of two independent subspaces. The (3N-6) dimensional
molecular space is divided into a subspace of dimension s

having coordinate R1... Rs within which H is partitionable to
one dimensional Hamiltonians and the remaining space s‘: (3N-6-s)
where no partitioning is possible.

Thus S
** ‘=5; H + H - (1 3)J=l J 5 '
1 2 .'th I-I. =- .. . v. R. : =1... (1.4W1 J 2 gJJpJ + J( J) J S )

H _ is the Hamiltonian for the unpartitionable subspace s‘.QBar

pj are now conjugate to Rj. The gjj(j=1...s) are the diagonal
elements of the g matrix for the s coordinate system. For
separability, not only the s dimensional block in g be diagonal
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but the variation of \g\ with respect to R1...Rs must be

negligible. (when the set QRJ} constitutes the 3N-6 normal
coordinates with s‘ = O and Vj is taken quadratic in Rj the
eqn.(1.4) describes the ordinary normal mode problem).

Once the Hamiltonian is partitioned, one can write

the kth molecular eigenstate \'\{1k> to be characterised by a

set of quantum numbers Vj(k) (j=1...s,s') each belonging to
a subspace

HWQ = BkWk§ (1.5)d .
with \'*Vk§= \\|;bV_(k)> (j=l...s,s') (1.6)j J

and Him/.(k)> = Ev.(k)\¢V. (k)> (L7)J J J
th . . .The energy of the k eigenstate 1S given by

J J
l\

Any operator C) which can be partitioned in the same subspaces
such that

E5 __ A= 0. .J(RJ), (1.9)

._..[v
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£bPfi|&flW%> # O is possible only when Vj(k) = Vj(1) for all j
but one. Thus if the electric dipole moment is separable in
the same subspace as the Hamiltonian, then those electric

dipole transitions, which couple the ground state (all Vj = O)
into excited states containing excitations (Vj # O) in more
than one coordinate of the partitioned space are forbidden.

Considering the benzene problem, the coordinates
suitable for partition are the six CH stretching valence co

ordinates Arl  Ar6. Swofford and coworkers logically
justified the neglect of, the contributions of the g matrix

cross terms and the dependence of \g\ on Ari in the kinetic
energy term, and the interactions between the CH subset s and
the s‘ subspace of the remaining 24 valence coordinates in the
potential energy term. They concluded that the higher terms
in the bondcxnmered potential are more important than the
interaction potential terms.

There are (%¥%2!= 462 CH stretching states in
benzene at the V = 6 quantum level. A state at V is specified

by the number of quanta at each CH site i.e., by (V1...V6),

subject to the constraint that ZVJ. = V. Thus V = 6 yields
eleven classes (6,0,0,0,0,0), (%,1,0,0,0,0)....(1,1,1,1,1,1).
In (6,0,0,0,0,0) all the six quanta are in a single CH site.
This class is six-fold degenerate. In (5,1,0,0,0,0) five
quanta are in one CH site and one in any of the remaining five
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sites. This class is thirty-fold degenerate. For (1,1,1,1,1,1)
there is one quantum at each CH site and there is no degeneracy
for this class. The primitive state vectors are products Of the
form

\v1>lv2> \v3> \v4> \v5> |v6> \\/5.?

Assuming VS. = O the product functions in each class can be
symmetrized to form bases for irreducible representations of

the Déh point group. The irreducible representations are

Alg, Azg, Blu, Bzu and Elu of which electric dipole transitions
occur from ground Alg to excited Elu levels only. The most
anharmonic (6,0,0,0,0,0) has the lowest energy and the most
harmonic (1,1,1,1,1,l) state has the highest energy. The

formally allowed Elu levels span over a wide spectral rangelz
and one must expect a richly detailed absorption band. However,
electric dipole operator belongs to the class of operators
like 6 discussed earlier so that it couples states which differ

in quantum number Vj in only one j. Thus light incident on an
unexcited (0,0,0,0,0,0) state leads to excited states in only

one local mode at a time (O...Vj...) (j=1...6; s‘) (As far as
CH excitations are concerned s’ = O). Thus for any V there is
only one class which can be dipole coupled to the ground state.
This is the (V,0,0,0,0,0) class, which is six fold degenerate.
Thus the local mode model predicts a unique single state
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fl — 1
4

esto E V

C

A 2
Og_ _ H l

TCH

Fig.1.1 Schematic of overtone absorption in the ground electronic
state. rCH represents the local coordinate. The
intensity of the transitions rapidly decrease for higher
and higher values of V. The transition energy obeys the
anharmonic relation zSE = AV + BV2.
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excitation at all V. The spectroscopic energies of these
single state excitations are given by eqn.(1.l). The experi
mental observations are thus in agreement with the predictions
of the local mode model. Fig.1.l shows the schematic of the
O->V overtone transition.

The success of the local mode model has again been

demonstrated by comparing the [XV = 6 absorption spectra of

benzene and benzene d5. No significant difference in band
shape or peak energy are observed for the two molecules in
contrast to the predictions of the strongly coupled normal
mode model. On the other hand, the similarity in the observed
spectra is predicted by the local mode model.

The local mode model has been used widely for inter
preting the overtone spectra of a wide variety of moleculeslo.
It is found that in addition to pure overtones, additional
weak features are found in many overtone spectra. These are

combination bands arising from excitation of more than one
local mode (local-local combinations) or excitation of low
frequency vibrations of the molecule along with a pure local
mode (local-normal combinations). The appearance of these
combination bands in overtone spectra implies the presence of
nonzero couplings between local modes and between local and

normal modes. However,the magnitudes of these couplings are
found to be much smaller than the diagonal local mode
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anharmonicity values. This allows the local mode description
to be used as a good zero order picture to start with in the
calculations of higher vibrational spectra. Henry and co
workerslo have stated the following empirical rules related
to overtone spectra: (1) Local mode overtones involving high
frequency oscillators are most intense but fall off rapidly in
intensity with increasing vibrational quantum number. (2) Local
local and local-normal combinations occur generally with much

less intensity than pure local mode overtones. (3) Combination
bands fall off more quickly in intensity than do the pure over
tones with increase in quantum number.

1.22 Refinements in Local Mode Model

Refinements in the local mode model through inclusion
of the terms neglected in the zero order local mode model have
been suggested by many workers. Sage and Jortner2'21'23 used
Morse oscillator function to model the CH bond potential and
included the Wilson G matrix cross terms involving CH bending
and stretching vibrations in the Hamiltonian. Wallace24'26
used Morse oscillator potential to model the CH bond potential

and included potential energy cross terms of the type FijQiQj
in the Hamiltonian. Halonen27 calculated the CH and CD over

tone spectra in benzene and deuterobenzene using a model in
which anharmonic local mode oscillators are coupled through
kinetic energy (Wilson G matrix cross terms) to the C-C frame
work.
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A number of papers have appeared on the energetics of
overtone transitions in molecules containing coupled oscillator
systems, that is, groups in which a common X atom contains more

than one hydrogen atom. when more than one hydrogen atom share
a common X atom, coupling between the oscillators produce symmetry

effects in the spectra. The effects of symmetry in the local mode
picture is briefly discussed by Swofford et allz. Gelbart et al28
pointed out that symmetry adaptation is completely compatible
with energy localization. Moller and Mortensenzg have analyzed
the states of water molecule using the so-called local mode
picture, and have shown that the symmetry effects arising from
the equivalence of the two CH bonds are important. The local
mode picture uses the local mode model as the starting point and
considers the interaction between the equivalent local modes, and
can thus be used to interpret the entire spectra atleast down to
first overtone level. Henry et al used the local mode picture
and symmetry effects to analyze the overtone spectra of water3O
dihalomethanes31 and recently those of deuterated dihalomethanes32

The spectra of all these molecules display splittings between
symmetric and antisymmetric combinations of local mode states

arising from the coupling of the two equivalent CH/CD oscillators

in these compounds. A CZV model Hamiltonian containing inter
oscillator coupling terms is shown to predict the full overtone
spectra of these compounds. We have studied the overtone spectra
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of 1,2 dihaloethanes in the near infrared region33 where also
the symmetry effects are observed. We have shown that the
model Hamiltonian used for dihalomethanes can be used to

interpret the overtone spectra of 1,2 dihaloethanes (Chapter 5)
Henry and coworkers analyzed the overtone spectra of ammonia3O

and neopentane34'35 using a C3v model Hamiltonian which is an

extension of the C2V Hamiltonian used for dihalomethanes. The
observed splittings of the A and E components of the overtone
spectra are well predicted by this Hamiltonian. We have used

the C3V local mode Hamiltonian to analyze the overtone spectrum
of 2-butanone36. we have shown that the CH3 group away from

the carbonyl maintains CBV symmetry whereas that adjacent to
the carbonyl is affected by the anisotropic environments of

lone pair and'fl‘ electron effects and loses C3v symmetry
(Chapter 5). Halonen and Child have given a local mode theory

of C3V molecules like CH3D, CHD3, SiH3D and SiHD§7 and that of

Oh molecules like SP6, WF6 and UFZ8. These authors also used
coupled local mode Hamiltonians for calculating the spectra.

The general form of the coupled local mode

Hamiltonian used for an XHn system is31—38

H =  vi +w><%(vi+ vi)

+
we

HM: MD
F-4

(-1. D D

+!% 2: Y(a: - ai)(a§ - aj)
l=1 J=1

- Z §Z5(ai + ai)(aj + aj)= =1 (1.10)
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Here the first two terms represent the unperturbed local mode
energy and the last two terms represent the harmonic coupling
between the local modes. ui and kflx are respectively the

mechanical frequency (X1) and anharmonicity (-X2) of the XH

bonds, Vi and Vj are the quantum numbers for the ith and jth
X-H bond respectively. The parameter Y’ characterizes the
kinetic energy coupling between the different XH oscillators
and ¢ the corresponding potential energy coupling. These
coupling parameters are related to Wilson G and F matrix
elements respectively.

w+~

OLTD
H-+*w- .

Y = - (1.11a)
¢ — 1 iii (1 11b)_ — 7 F11 '

The operators a+ and a are related to the normalized momentum
and coordinate variables through

p = (a+ - a) (1.12a)
q = (a+ + a), (1.l2b)

and have the usual raising and lowering properties in the
harmonic oscillator limit39
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1.1

CZV Hamiltonian matrices for a system of two coupled
CH oscillators (All matrix elements are in units of<n)
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(V + 1| a+lV> = (V + 1)1/5
(1.13)

1

(V-1\a|v> = v6

These properties are shown to be valid to a good approximation
even for Morse oscillators31. This is called ladder approxi
mation. Since manifolds corresponding to different values of

the total quantum number (iivi) are well separated in energy,
inter-manifold couplings are neglected. with these two approxi
mations the Hamiltonian matrix elements are calculated for the

symmetrized basis sets relevant to the problem. Tables 1.1 and

1.2 shows the Hamiltonian. matrices for XH2 and XH3 groups3l'34.
The details of the calculation of overtone spectra using these
Hamiltonian matrices are given in Chapter 5 where our work on
1,2 dihaloethanes and 2-butanone are presented.

It is seen that the effective inter-oscillator
coupling strength decreases with increasing level of excit

ation and for AVX_H? 3, the spectra are dominated by transitions
to states whose components have all the excitation energy
localized on one of the equivalent XH oscillators. The symmetry
labels are no longer required for these higher states where
symmetrized local mode overtone states are quasi-degenerate.
This behaviour is clearly indicated in the observed overtone
spectra of many compounds3O-38 and local mode-normal mode

correlation diagrams given by some workers37'38.
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1.23 Intensity Aspects in Overtone Spectra

Although the local mode model has been used

extensively to explain X-H stretching overtone spectra of a
wide variety of molecules, relatively very little attention
has been directed to the problem of overtone intensities.
In a molecule with a set of equivalent X-H oscillators, the
intensities of the X-H overtone peaks depend on (1) the
functional dependence of the dipole moment of the electronic
ground state on the local coordinates, (2) the matrix elements
of the powers of the coordinates between the Morse oscillator
wave functions, and (3) the mixing of pure local mode states
among themselves or with other normal modes.

Two problems in the intensity aspects are found to
be of particular interest-the fall off in intensity of local
mode overtones and the relative intensities of local-local
combinations and pure local mode overtones for a given V
manifold. Burberry and Albracht4O investigated the fall off
in intensity of the local mode transitions with increasing
quantum number V. They used linear and diagonal quadratic
terms in the electric dipole moment function with the two
expansion coefficient taken to be empirically determined
parameters.
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This method involves the difficulty that, even
if the off-diagonal terms are neglected, the term involving
Vth power of the coordinate in the dipole moment function
may be needed to explain the intensity of the O —%>V transi
tion41. Wallace and Wu26 used only the linear term in the
electric dipole moment operator to interpret the fall off in
overtone intensity of dihalomethanes. Schek et al42attempted
to account for the intensities of CH stretching overtones in
crystalline naphthalene in terms of a dipole moment function

of the forfl\fHR) = kR exp (-R/R*) where R* was chosen
empirically to give the best fit in the spectra. In another
study, Burberry and Albrecht43 have attempted to account for
the observed local mode combination intensities in tetramethyl
silane and benzene. In one calculation, it is assumed that
the intensity arises solely from an off-diagonal quadratic
term in the dipole moment operator, the coefficient of which
is treated as an empirical parameter. The matrix elements of
the dipole moment are evaluated using single oscillator wave
functions which are obtained by diagonalizing a quartic
potential in a harmonic oscillator basis. In the second
calculation, the electric dipole moment function is assumed
to be separable in local coordinates, and the combination
intensities are assumed to arise solely from mixing of the
zerowth order local mode states by terms upto quadratic levels
in both potential and kinetic energies. The authors concluded
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from the comparative study of the two cases that the second
source, namely mixing of zero order local mode states, is
more important than off-diagonal terms in dipole moment
function. Stannard et al44 have carried out a detailed cal
culation of overtone intensities in water molecule. The
result of their studies indicated that the most important
source of overtone and combination intensity arises from

diagonal and off-diagonal terms higher than linear in the
electric dipole moment operator, i.e., intensity borrowing
due to off-diagonal terms in the local coordinate vibrational
Hamiltonian is relatively unimportant. Tamagaka et al45 have
fitted the observed overtone.intensities in a series of mole
cules with first and second order terms in a one dimensional

or two dimensional dipole moment function.

Henry and coworkers have recently given a theoreti
cal description of the overtone intensities in dihalomethanes46
where the functional dependence of dipole moment on local co
ordinates is determined from CNDO calculations and numerical

differentiation techniques. Morse oscillator wave functions
are used to describe the vibrational states within a symmetrized
local mode description, and the evaluate the matrix elements
over powers of local coordinates. Vibrational mixing of
symmetrized Morse oscillator product states is determined
from a harmonic coupling model. The theory predicts that
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vibrational mixing is the more important source of intensity
for combination bands than off-diagonal terms in the local
co-ordinate expansion of the electric dipole moment. For
pure overtones significant contribution in intensity arise
from terms of first,second and third derivatives of dipole
expansion.

An entirely different approach to the problem of
origin of overtone intensities has been suggested recently
by Medvedev47. This author used the quasi-classical Londau—
Lifshitz formula to overtone transitions. The transition
probabilities are expressed in terms of the repulsive branch

of molecular potential which is characterized by a constant F
describing its rapid rise in the region of strong interatomic
repulsion. This work shows that for a O-—§V'transition with
V >-1, the repulsive branch of the molecular potential contri
butes to the transition matrix element whereas the attractive
branch of the potential contributes for V = 1 transition.
Lewerentz and Quack48 who use the Mecke function in their

study of the isolated CH overtone intensities in chloroform
and bromoform disagrees with the arguments of Medvedev and

point out that the range of internuclear distance correspond
ing to the repulsive branch of the molecular potential contri
butes less than 1% to the total matrix element
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Also the band strengths are shown to be determined by the
shape of the dipole function, contrary to the arguments of
Medvedev.

A number of other workers have also studied the

intensity aspects in overtone spectra of molecules contain
ing X-H oscillators. However a general theory of overtone
intensities has not been developed so far.

1.30 Applications of X-H Overtone Spectroscopy

1.31 Characterization of CH Bonds in Organic Compounds

The most widely known application of overtone
spectroscopy is the characterization of CH bonds in organic
compounds. “Considerable use has been made of CH overtone

absorption as a sensitive probe of structural information in
polyatomic molecules. The infrared spectral study of vibra
tional fundamentals has been accepted as a well established
technique for obtaining important structural information
about molecules. But the spectra of strongly coupled funda
mentals of the CH stretching vibrations become difficult to
understand in terms of the influence of environment on a

particular CH oscillator. In the fundamental IR spectroscopy,
the details of the individual CH bonds are obtained by study
ing the partially deuterated analogues of a molecule, where
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all the CH sites except that under observation are deuterated
This yields the so called isolated CH stretching frequency
which will be free from spectral complications from tother
degenerate and nearly degenerate modes, and reveals the
factors influencing individual CH bonds. McKean and his
coworkers have applied this technique to obtain structural
details of a number of organic molecules belonging to
different classes49.

There are additional advantages in using overtone
absorption spectroscopy for characterizing individual CH
bonds in a molecule. First is the practical reason that one
can avoid dependence on deuterated samples which are often
not readily available and also difficult to prepare. The
overtone bands are quite well resolved even for very similar
oscillators. A shift ofI\/10 cm'1 in the CH fundamental
region causes a shift of ~/70 cm'1 in the fifth overtone
regionso. Third, the CH stretching parameters obtained from
fitting a number of sequential overtones for each local mode
oscillator promise higher precision than single measurements
in the infrared. Even with partial deuteration the isolated
CH fundamentals may be perturbed by Fermi resonance with

overtone of CH deformation mode49. Finally, the overtone
spectra also give the anharmonicity values of local mode
oscillators which determine the shape of the oscillator
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potential, whereas IR studies yield only the frequencies of
isolated CH bonds.

In the light of the success of the local mode model
for describing the overtone vibrations, it is seen that over
tone studies can provide important new information on mole

cular structural aspects. The local mode parameters X1 and
X2 are characteristic of the particular CH oscillator and thus
give rise to distinct absorption peaks corresponding to the
distinct nonequivalent CH oscillators in the molecule. The
nonequivalence of CH oscillators can arise from different
origins. As is well known alkyl and aryl_CH bonds are non
equivalent due to the difference in states of carbon hybridi
zation. In an alkane there exist primary, secondary and
tertiary CH bonds which are nonequivalent. Cycloalkanes
contain axial and equitorial CH bonds which interconvert
to each other rapidlysl. Nonequivalence of CH bonds can also
arise from conformational origin, inter and intra molecular
environmental origins etc.

Alkyl and aryl CH bonds in toluene and xylenes

display distinguishable peaks in their overtone spectra52'54as do th ' a ' - 5°'55e primary, secon ary and tertiary CH bonds in alkanes
Perry and Zewail have observed the resolved contributions of d»

and F CH bonds in the overtone spectrum of naphthalene56. In
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later investigations it has been found that the local mode
parameters are dependent not only on the type of CH oscillator
but also on the environment. The local mode anharmonicity of

CH3 oscillators in 3-methyl pentane decreases markedly on pass
ing from liquid to solid state57. This decrease has been
attributed to viscosity dependence of the CH local mode poten
tial through the creation of a viscosity dependent barrier to
dissociation in the solid phase. This renders the CH vibrations
more harmonic in the solid phase resulting in a reduction of
the anharmonicity value. A similar effect has been observed

for the CH3 local oscillators in several methyl substituted
butanes58 and pentanessg. Here, intramolecular steric crowd
ing of the methyl groups provides a barrier to large amplitude
vibrational motions. As a result the local mode anharmonicity
decreases regularly as the steric hindrance increase due to
increased methyl substitution. we have studied the aryl CH
overtone spectra of liquid styrene and solid polystyrene in
the near infrared and visible regions. However no appreciable
difference in anharmonicity values is observed between the two
cases. We have concluded that even if there is a change in
anharmonicity due to change of phase this would have been
compensated by a difference in steric environments between the

two molecules. However a comparison with the benzene overtone

peak positions yields the result that the aryl CH bonds in
polystyrene are slightly longer than in benzene whereas those
in styrene are of almost equal length to those of benzene
(Chapter 4) _
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Much work has been carried out on the effect of

substituent atoms or groups on CH oscillators of molecules
which are reflected by shifts in the overtone transition
energy and local mode parameters. Studies on halomethanes6O'61
have revealed the importance of the mass, electronegativity,
and steric influences of the halogens in determining the local
mode parameters of the CH bonds in these compounds. Our work

on the overtone spectrum of trichloroethyleneéz has shown that
the CH bond length in this compound is considerably smaller
than that in ethylene (Chapter 5). Extensive studies on the
aryl CH overtones of substituted benzenes have been carried
out by several workers63_65. The general result of these
studies is that an electron withdrawing group or atom when
substituted in the benzene ring causes an increase in the
mechanical frequency of the ring CH bonds, while an electron
donating group causes a decrease in the mechanical frequency.
we have studied the overtone spectra of some substituted
benzenes and have proposed the physical mechanism of the
change in aryl CH bond force constant (and hence mechanical

frequency) upon substitution on the ring66. An extensive
discussion on the earlier works on substituted benzenes is

given in Chapter 4 where our work in this area is presented.

Conformationally nonequivalent CH bonds have been

detected and characterized by overtone spectroscopy in many
molecules. Subtle environmental differences occurring in
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such cases is detected through the actual resolution of the
contributions of the inequivalent CH bonds to the overtone

spectrum. In the overtone spectrum of hexamethyl benzene two
components have been observed with an intensity ratio of
2:167. In this molecule the restricted methyl group rotation
results in a geared or cog-wheel like arrangement of methyl
groups around the benzene ring. The result of such an arrange
ment is the existence of two types of conformationally in
equivalent CH bonds in the methyl groups which give rise to
the two components observed in the overtone spectrum. Simi
larly the overtone spectra of toluene and xylenes54 clearly
indicates the presence of inequivalent CH bonds in the methyl
groups. Two peaks are observed in the methyl regions of the
spectrum of o-xylene and three peaks in the methyl regions
of the spectra of toluene, m-xylene and p-xylene. The two
peaks in the o-xylene spectrum are shown to arise from the
two types of inequivalent CH bonds in the methyl groups. In
the case of toluene, m-xylene and p-xylene the highest frequency
peak is associated with the in-plane methyl CH, the lowest
frequency peak with the two out-of-plane methyl CH bonds, and

the central peak is assigned to transitions originating from
rotational levels above the rotational barrier. A recent study
of the spectra of trimethyl benzenes68 also show the presence
of inequivalent methyl CH bonds similar to those in toluene
and xylenes. CH overtone spectroscopic studies in penta and
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tetra haloethanes in the liquid and gas-phase69 have revealed
the existence of considerable intermolecular interactions in
penta haloethanes and the contributions of the gauche and
trans conformers of tetra haloethanes. From the deconvolution
of the overtone bands the gauche - trans energy difference has
been evaluated.

The study of overtone spectra of cycloalkanes and
cycloalkenes has helped in correlating overtone band structures
to molecular conformational properties. In cyclohexane two
resolved bands are observed at each overtone level correspond
ing to axial and equitorial CH oscillators7O'71. It is seen
that neither the inter conversion rate of the cyclohexane
chair configuration nor even the considerably faster pseudo
rotation in cyclopentane7O is sufficiently rapid to motionally
average in overtone absorption the nonequivalent CH sites in
these molecules. This is in contrast to the situation in NMR
where the nonequivalence is averaged out due to the slower
‘shutter speed‘ of r.f. absorption compared to the near infra
red and visible overtone absorption7O.

Recent studies on nonequivalent CH oscillators
include those on molecules containing methyl groups subjected
to anisotropic environments created by nonbonding electron
pairs (lone pairs) on an adjacent hetero atom (O,S,N) or by1T
electrons of an adjacent double bond72'73. In all such
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molecules two distinct bands at each quantum level are
observed as the overtones of the nonequivalent methyl CH

bonds. Thus,methanol, acetaldehyde, acetone, and several
other compounds contain such nonequivalent methyl CH osci
llators. The effect is explained as the interaction of the
electron lone pair with the CH bonds situated trans to the
lone pair (lone pair trans effect) or as the interaction of
out-of the molecular plane CH bonds with the TY cloud
(fl'cloud effect)72'73. A different mechanism appears to
operate in the case of C::O containing molecules where a
simple trans effect cannot explain the relative strength

of the two types of methyl CH bonds73. Our work on aceto
phenone66 has shown for the first time that the methyl group
in this molecule contains two types of CH bonds. The mechani
cal frequency of the.in-plane CH bond in this molecule is
much larger than that in acetaldehyde and acetone. Quantum
mechanical resonance between different valence bond structures

seem to play a key role in this behaviour. The out-of-plane
CH bonds show decreased mechanical frequency with respect to

acetone and acetaldehyde. This is attributed to the large
C::O bond length in acetophenone which results in decreased U’
interaction. More discussion on inequivalent methyl CH bonds
arising from anisotropic environments is given in Chapters 4
and 5 where our studies on acetophenone and 2-butanone are
presented.
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It thus follows that CH overtone absorption
spectroscopy will be of continued interest as a sensitive
probe of structural information in polyatomic molecules.

1.32 Intramolecular Vibrational Redistribution (IVR)

Understanding intramolecular vibrational energy
transfer in large polyatomic molecules is one of the most
important challenges in chemical reaction dynamics and is
of crucial importance in assessing the possibilities of
mode selective chemistry13-17.

Overtone studies in room temperature gas-phase35’74'77

and low temperature'gas and solid-phase56’78’79 have revealed
that intramolecular vibrational relaxation (IVR) occur in a
variety of hydrocarbons on a surprisingly fast time scale.
These studies are based primarily on the observation of
Lorentzian line shapes for high overtone spectra under the

above mentioned ‘collision free‘ conditions and indicate that
energy flows out of an excited vibrational local mode in time
scales as small as 50 femtoseconds.

The most extensively studied species is naturally
benzene and its deuterated analogues, both experimentally74’75'79
and theoretically8O_84. Local mode line shapes have also been
investigated in neopentane and its deuterated analogues35 the
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tetramethyl compounds of Si, Ge, and Sn7Z deuterated
methanes85,tetramethyl dioxetane78, durene86 and naph

thalene56'87’88. Intramolecular vibrational dynamics in
compounds containing isolated CH bonds have been analyzed

using tridiagonal Fermi resonance Hamiltonian obtained

spectroscopically89’9O. It is generally agreed that the
local mode line shapes for relatively large molecules are
determined by intramolecular processes, but there is much
disagreement over the identity of the kind of coupling
mechanism causing IVR. There are two general types of
possible intramolecular line broadening mechanismsn One is

life time broadening (uncertainty principle) due to the
decay of the excited state population. Several coupling
schemes have been proposed to account for the decay of the
initially prepared state8O_84. The second type of broaden
ing mechanism is dephasing in which line broadening occurs

due to the modulation of the overtone transition frequency
by other vibrational modes of the molecule91’92. No popu
lation decay occurs for pure dephasing. Both the mechanisms,
dephasing and life time broadening have been applied to
benzene to interpret the line width data. However there
are two general arguments against the significant contri
bution of dephasing to overtone line widths. The first
objection is that dephasing predicts a general increase in
overtone line widths with increase of the vibrational quantum
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number V. However experimental observations show that this need

not be true75_77. Secondly, dephasing predicts that the line

widths should be very sensitive to temperature and should become
very narrow at low temperatures, due to the depopulation of the

‘lower-frequency modes. However, recent experiments have shown
that overtone line widths are insensitive to changes in tempera

ture down to very low temperatures. The AVCH = 5 overtone
spectrum of tetramethyl dioxetane obtained in a seeded supersonic
expansion is found to be essentially same as the room temperature
photoacoustically detected gas-phase spectrum78. The low tempera
ture (1.8K) overtone spectrum of crystalline benzene79 has line
widths similar to those measured in the gas-phase at room
temperature74'75.

Another process, in which no population decay of
excited state occurs, but can cause line broadening has also
been suggested93. This process can be represented as

\v,0,o...> __~, \o,v,o...> -», \o,0,v...>-> |v,0_,o.

where the V vibrational quanta hop among the equivalent CH
sites. This process can be important in small molecules like
water but will be a very slow process in large molecules like
benzene, neopentane, tetramethyl dioxetane etc.
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These arguments and observations have led the
scientists to the conclusion that in almost all cases the
major contribution of overtone line widths in gas-phase as
well as in low temperature (molecular beam or crystal) arise
from homogeneous broadening due to the decay of excited state
population. The decay of excited state occurs due to coupling
of this state with other vibrational motions. Several such
coupling routes have been proposed. Bray and Berry74,
Reddy, Heller and Berry75 and Heller and Mukamelgo considered

a local-local coupling scheme in which local mode overtone

states are initially coupled to local-local combinations
states. The major couplings are considered to be the combi
nation states with only one vibrational quantum has been

redistributed. i.e.. ‘V,0,0...> -) \V-1,1,0....>. Stannard
and Gelbartsl quantum dynamically modelled the overtone decay

of benzene assuming that the coupling between CH oscillators

to be primarily responsible for the broad overtone line shapes.
They observed no decay of the initially prepared state. Sage
and Jortnersz considered a coupling model in which overtone
states are reasonantly coupled totfimefull density of ring
modes. However the specific interactions responsible for the
population decay are not identified in this work. Sibert
et al83 presented calculations in which kinetic energy coupling
to the CCH in plane wag was found to play a key role in the
relaxation of the overtone states and obtained good agreement
with experimental results. Based on the initial work of
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Sibert et al which identified the physical coupling responsi
ble for the overtone decay, Buch et al94 provided model cal
culations for the line widths of overtone transitions in
benzene and deuterated benzenes for different overtone levels.

They assumed a Bixon - Jortner type line shape function. The
matrix elements are calculated based on the original suggestion
of Sibert et al83 as due to the corilolis type 2:1 kinetic
energy interaction between CH stretch and nearly degenerate
overtone of CCH wag. The calculation of the density of
effectively coupled states is carried out using a statistical
wave function approximationgs. The behaviour of CH and CD

overtone line widths (oscillatory behaviour with quantum number
and isotope effects) in benzene, deuterated benzenes and penta

fluorobenzene predicted by the theory showed good agreement
with experimental results. The authors concluded that the

overtone line widths are not determined by the overall density
of states but depends on the density of effectively coupled
states only. This result is contrary to the Sage-Jortner
model82. Almost simultaneously to the work of Buch'et al,
Sibert et al gave detailed quantum mechanical and classical
mechanical84 calculations of CH and CD overtones in benzene

and deuterated benzenes. The authors analytically calculated
the matrix elements of the 2:1 Fermi interaction between CH

stretch and CCH in-plane wag which in turn are coupled to
C-C stretches C-C-—C in-plane bends etc. Only kinetic
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energy couplings are considered in these calculations since
the potential couplings turn out to be very small84. The
results obtained are in good qualitative agreement with
experimental findings. The authors have given a detailed
discussion of the state preparation in experiments like those
of Reddy et al and have also given several suggestions for
future experiments.

As benzene is the ‘hydrogen atom‘ of aromatic
molecules,one can identify neopentane to have the same posi
tion among large aliphatic compounds. Like in benzene, all
the CH bonds in neopentane are equivalent. However unlike
in benzene each carbon atom in neopentane is bonded to three

hydrogen atoms. In a recent work, Henry and coworkers35
successfully explained the behaviour of gas phase overtone
line widths of neopentane using the scheme of Sibert et al.
In neopentane the CH stretching overtone states are coupled
to combinations involving CH deformation modes.

The mechanism of overtone relaxation as the coupling
of CH overtone states to combinations involving overtones of
CH deformation is also considered in the theoretical studies

of Hutchinson et al96 and high resolution spectroscopic
experimental studies of Quack et al89'9O. Hutchinson et al
modelled both classically and quantum mechanically the CH

overtone relaxation in HCn chains (n = 4-8). The analysis
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has shown that ultra fast (50-100 fs) irreversible vibrational
energy transfer due to sequential nonlinear resonance occurs
in even small hydrocarbons. Later classical studies by
Sumpter and Thomson97 in model four atom systems also showed

agreement with the predictions of Hutchinson et al. Quack and
coworkers used tridiagonal stretch-bend Fermi resonance
Hamiltonian obtained from high resolution gas—phase spectra

to solve time dependent Schrodinger equation. These studies
also revealed subpicosecond relaxation of vibrational energy
out of the excited CH overtone states. The Fermi type kinetic
energy interaction between CH stretch and CH deformation

motions thus seems to be a universal coupling mechanism in
many organic molecules, eventhough certain olefinic compounds
indicate coupling of CH stretch overtone with combination
involving C::C stretch98. However, our work on liquid tri
chloroethylenesz indicates overtone coupling with CH deform

ation motion rather than C::C stretching motion (Chapter 5).

1.33 Overtone Photochemistry

The observation of single photon excitations of
X-H bonds in polyatomic molecules sparked an interest in

local mode specific chemistry during the past ten years.
This is due to the fact that the local mode excitation can
prepare molecules with well-defined internal energy combined
with the possibility that the initial vibrational energy
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distribution may be nonrandom. Berry and Reddy used steady

state photolysis and Stern-Volmer analysis to measure the
unimolecular rate coefficient as a function of enerQY. for
the isomerization of methyl isocyanide and allyl isocyanidegg.
Crim and coworkers employed time resolved techiques to
measure unimolecular rate constant for decomposition of
tetramethyl dioxetane and t-butyl hydroperoxideloo. Zare
and coworkers have also studied t-butyl hydroperoxide using
steady state photolysislol. Jasinski and coworkers measured
the overtone induced unimolecular reaction rate constants

for the isomerization of cyclobutene as a function of energy
and overtone transition by studying the pressure dependence
Qf photo-isomerization rate constantloz. These authors
also studied the overtone induced isomerization of 2-methyl
cyclopentadiene and 1-cyclopropyl cyclobutene1O3. The results
of most of these studies are in reasonable agreement with
statistical unimolecular rate theories such as RRKM theory1O4,
which assumes that energy randomization is rapid and complete
prior to unimolecular reactions. Two exceptions have been
noted. Zare and coworkerslol present evidence that a small
fraction of t-butyl hydroperoxide molecules activated by the
CH stretching overtone decompose prior to complete energy
randomization. Berry and Reddygg note that allyl isocyanide
exhibits small discrepancies from the predicted (by RRKM
theory) monotonic increase of rate constant with energy. They
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have attributed these discrepancies to a dependence of the
rate coefficient on the particular type of CH overtone transi
tion excited. They have thus suggested that overtone excit
ation of allyl isocyanide produces a nonrandom initial energy
distribution which persists and affects the observed reaction
rate on a microsecond time scale. However,the recently
developed Master equation formalism by Miller and Chandlerlos
which considers RRKM model along with collision effects has
been used to explain the observations of Zare et al as well
as those of Berry and Reddy. This shows that the assumption
of nonstatistical initial energy distribution need not be
true.

Perry and Zewaillos reported the results of

picosecond measurements of ZXVCH = 5 local mode transitions
of hydrogen peroxide where a picosecond pulse prepares the
OH stretch overtone and a second pulse delayed in time monitors
the population of OH radicals produced following the overtone
eXCitatiOn (HQ—QH -9’20H). These authors concluded that the

energy distribution time from OH stretch to OO reaction co
ordinate is (_60ps. Crim and coworkers carried out the over
tone spectroscopic measurements of predissociative states of
hydrogen peroxide in a low pressure room temperature sample

by exciting the OH stretching overtone transition with a dye
laser and detecting the OH fragments using laser induced
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fluorescenceloo. In their later studies, these measurements
are carried out in a supersonic jet107. The vibrational
overtone transitions in the predissociative state revealed
homogeneous,lifetime broadened structure with predissociative
life tine ~v3.5 ps. The measurement is also consistent with
the time resolved experiment of Perry and Zewail mentioned
earlier. A large number of other overtone photochemistry
studies that have been carried out are given in a recent
reviewloa.

A number of theoretical works have also been

appeared on the topic of local mode bond specific excitations.
Xie Bo-Min and coworkers recently reported a theoretical
analysis of how bond selective chemical reactions can be
promoted using frequency modulated lasers109. Those authors
concluded that with the rapid progress in fast pulse techniques
and modulation techniques bond selective reactions initiated
by local mode excitations can be achieved in practice. Bonds
with large anharmonicity values are shown to have good selecti
vity. Holme and Hutchinson have recently presented a study of
the dynamics of overtone excitationllo. Eventhough a large
number of papers,on the coupling and relaxation of an initially
prepared local mode state have appeared in literature, no
attention was given to the dynamics of overtone excitation
process. This work thus forms the first of its kind. The
authors have analysed quantum mechanically the process of
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excitation and have shown that overtone excitation is a very
slow process compared with IVR, slower by several orders of
magnitude. The authors conclude that,localized excitations
can be produced only by eigen state superposition. In a
very recent paperlll Hutchinson have given a detailed quantum
mechanical study of state preparation, intramolecular energy
transfer and unimolecular reaction induced by local mode over
tone excitation. Photochemical yields are calculated for a
range of frequencies and pulse widths of the laser.

The topics of IVR and overtone photochemistry are
open for further theoretical and experimental research. Finer
details of the interactions among the different molecular
modes of vibration and the role and structure of quasi-continuum
of vibrational levelsllz are to be known to design and inter
pret photochemistry experiments.
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Chapter 2

§A§ER+INDU§EQ THERMAL LEN5 E£EECT—:THEQRY,AND_APPLICA?i0N$

2.10 Introduction

with the developments in the field of lasers, there
has been a revival of interest in the thermal effects of
electromagnetic radiations. This is because of the special
properties which laser beams do possess and ordinary light
beams do not possess. Lasers can provide highly directed,
highly monochromatic radiations with high power densities.
These properties opened the possibilities of extremely sensitive
detection of the resultant heating of a sample. The measurement
schemes, of the thermal effects of the incident radiation on a
sample which monitor the residual energy content in the sample,
are collectively referred to as photothermal techniques. The
two main classes of these techniques that are currently in use
are: (1) those based on the temperature variation of the refra
ctive index which can be probed optically and (2) those based
on pressure variations which can be probed acoustically. The
first technique uses the formation and probing of the different
types of optical elements resulting from the spatial variation
of the refractive index due to the spatial temperature variations
produced by the heating effect from one or more pump laser beams.

52
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The most common optical element is the photothermal lensl. It
is the first photothermal element discovered and analysed in
detail. The thermal lensing technique is widely used for
measuring weak absorptivities (10-3 - 10-6 cm_1) and for record
ing the absorption spectra of weakly absorbing media (where the
origin of the absorption may be one photon overtone transition
in the ground electronic state or two photon electronic transi
tion with very low fluorescence quantum yield). Besides the
thermal lens,the other photothermal optical elements reported
are the prism2'4, the interferometer5_12, the transmission
diffraction grating13 and the curved mirror14. The second
method of probing photothermal effects uses photoacoustic (PA)
effect, also called optoacoustic (OA) effect, which is the
generation of acoustic waves due to the absorption of the
incident modulated electromagnetic radiation. The effect was
originally discovered by Alexander Graham Bell in 1880. with
the availability of intense light sources like lasers and
powerful are lamps and highly sensitive acoustic detectors
like microphones, hydrophones, and piezoelectric transducers,

the PA technique has become an area of renewed interest. Many
theoretical and experimental investigations on various physical
phenomena including measurements of weak absorption,have been

carried out in this active area. Many review articles have
appeared on the PA technique and its applications15'17, Other
sensitive methods for measuring thermal effects of electro
magnetic radiations includes calorimetry18'2O, bulk physical
measurements like extensometryzl etc.
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The main experimental work carried out for the
present thesis is the recording of the fifth CH overtone
spectra of some organic compounds using a dual beam thermal

lens setup. The formation, properties and the applications
of the thermal lens technique with emphasis on the measure
ment of weak absorptions are briefly outlined in the follow
ing sections.

2.20 Orders of Magnitude of Photothermal Effects

The Lambert-Beer's law relates the power transmit

ted Pt(watts) after transverse through a thickness 1 (cm)
of sample with absorptivity ¥'(cm'1) to the power incident

Pi (watts) on the sample through

_ Q-dlPt _ Pi- (2.1)
For a weakly absorbing sample ( ¢v“1O-3cm_l)e_¢l:z (1-0(1),

so that the absorbed power

Pa (watts) = (Pi - Pt) = dlPl (2.2)

Considering an isolated cylindrical column of sample with
radius w = 0.1 cm and length l = 1 cm illuminated by a laser
of power P = 10 mw. The rate of energy delivery to the sample
column is

@in == %%?L = 2.39x1O_6cal sec_1 (2.3)
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Assuming complete dissipation of the incident energy as heat,
the resulting rate of temperature rise in the sample is,

T = “L51 = 2.1x10"4K sec'1 (2.4)JTfw lFCP

where,TTw2l is the volume of the heated sample, P is its densit

Cp is the specific heat at constant pressure and benzene is
taken as an example ( f’= 0.88 gm cm_3, CD = 0.41 cal gm'lK'1).
If the heated column is surrounded by the sample at ambient
temperature, the rate of outward radial heat conduction is

éout = k(21Twl)£%2 cal.sec—1 (2.5)

where k is the thermal conductivity of the medium, [5T is the
difference in temperature between the illuminated and non
illuminated sample portions and b is the material thickness
across which the temperature difference exists. In the steady

state (Qin = éOut) the temperature gradient is

.D Q‘ _ _-E3 = -i9- = l.1x1O 2K cm 1 (2.6)k(2flwl)

with k = 3.41x1O-4 cal.sec—lK_l for benzene.

If a Gaussian beam is used to illuminate the sample the major
portion of the gradient is developed across the beam radius w.
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Then the temperature difference between the illuminated and
non-illuminated sample is&Pl _

AT = {T/k2Fw]_]w = l.1x1O BK (2.7)

At the rate of temperature rise equation (2.4), the time
required for reaching the steady state is,

i 2
°4Plw ¢6Pl ] 1 w PC1:: _._.___. _ l  _ _ ____P_ _

A [Jk21twl]/[J1rwTlfCp " 2 k " 5'35 Sec
(2.8)

The calculations made above are not rigorous but
they give the orders of magnitudes of the effects considered.
The expression for [§t represents the fundamental response
time of the photothermal effect. Since the response time is
proportional to the area (w2) of the illuminated portion, the
response becomes fast for a focused beam. Rigorous analysis

2wPC
using heat conduction equation considers a parameter tc = —Z?—2

analogous to [St above. The quantity D = F§— is known as the
thermal diffusivity of the medium and it coniains all the
molecular parameters involved in heat conduction. Thus the
response time is

2to = %5 (2'9)
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2.30 Thermal Effects on Refractive Index

As mentioned earlier, many photothermal effects are
probed by its effects on the refractive index of the sample.
By appropriate arrangement of sample illumination, one can
create an index of refraction distribution in the medium which

can then be probed optically. In principle, from the measure
ment of the index of refraction distribution and the thermal
coefficient of the index of refraction, the temperature distri
bution can be calculated. Using the known thermal properties
of the medium and the amount of heat deposited in the sample,
the sample absorptivity can be estimated. On the other hand
by studying the time development of the refractive index
distribution the bulk thermal properties of the sample can be
estimated.

In the regions of optical spectrum far away from the
strong sample absorption features and at sample temperatures
far away from phase transitions and critical points the refra
ctive index is a well defined continuous function of temperature,

n 5 5?-25: =(%§=)F"'(5‘;)(-5;) (2.10)
In such a case the temperature variation of the refra

ctive index is primarily determined by density changes (the
second term) and the variation at constant density can be safely

ignored. Since most media expand up on heating the value of 3%
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is negative ln most cases. For benzene %% = -3.9x1O k .
For the change of temperature of 1.1x1O'3K deduced in the
previous calculations, the change in refractive index is

An = %%AT = -4.3x1O_7. we see that the order of magnitude
of change in refractive index is extremely small. A compari
son, of this quantity with the dependences on refractive
index on other variables, which one usually come across and
make use of, is desirable. The spectral dependence of

refractive index gg of a conventional prism is~J3x10—5nm-1
at 600 nm. A lens of focal length 1 metre has a refractive
index curvature at its centre ~»7.5x1O-4cm-1. Thus a laser
beam of radius 0.1 cm incident on such a lens will experience
an index change of ~17.5xlO-S across the beam radius. Finally
for a half wave optical path change to be introduced for
A = 600 nm on passing through a 1 cm sample, the change in

refractive index should be ~»3x10_5. This comparison shows
that the measurement of small change in refractive index
brought about by a change in temperature is not beyond possi
bility. This is clearly evidenced by the discovery and chara
cterization of several photothermal optical elements mentioned
in the earlier sections.

2.40 The Photothermal Lens

Thermal lens was first observed and described by
Gordon and co-workers in l96422’23, The effect was observed

accidentally when these workers attempted to enhance the
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Raman scattering from benzene by placing a 1 cm Brewster cell

inside the cavity of a He-Ne laser to make use of the high
intracavity circulating power (O.8V®. with the sample cell
in the cavity, the laser output exhibited power build up and
decay transients with time constant of a few seconds. In the
steady state, the beam spot size at the mirror is changed as
if a diverging lens of focal length 1 metre is formed in the

sample. The workers concluded that a thin thermal lens is
formed in the sample by the heating action of the Gaussian
beam. They have given a detailed analysis of the time develop
ment of the focal length of the thermal lens and have shown
how the very weak absorption coefficient of the sample can be
determined by measuring the focal length of the thermal lens23.
The schematic of the formation of the thermal lens is
given in Fig.2.1. Near the centre of the Gaussian beam the
power profile of the laser and hence the temperature profile
due to the absorption are nearly parabolic (quadratic). Since

the value of gg is negative for most media the refractive index
profile closely approximates that of a high quality diverging
lens.

2.41 Focal Length of the Thermal Lens

Born and Wolf 24have given the method of evaluating
the focal length of a cylindrically symmetric index distri
bution where the refractive index can be expanded in a Taylor
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series about r = G

2 2
n(r) = n(O) + r(%%)r=O —— (§;%)r=O +... (2.11)

+
\J"$

For the cylindrical distribution, since n is extremum at

r = O, the first derivative (%¥)r_O vanishes. The path of a
paraxial ray will be a circular path with curvature

1 1 an r 3%E - 55? - H"5;'=I>r=<> <2-12>

where the terms beyond quadratic in the Taylor series are
neglected. From simple geometrical optics considerations, the
focal length of the index distribution is shown to be22'23

-1

F = -[1(-g-:—“1-)r=;] (2.13)
In the case of temperature variation of refractive

index originating from radial temperature distribution, the
chain rule equation (2.10) yields

-1

<1 521*

F = -[la-%(5-13-)r=(j (2.14)
T

where the condition (%b7)r_O = O has been made use of. Since

both Q2 and (1:19 are negative (T = T at r = O) thedT 57* r=O max '
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focal length is negative, i.e., for all media which expand
upon heating the thermal lens will be a diverging lens. In
the previous example of benzene, the temperature gradient

across the beam radius was calculated to be Ag‘-:1.1x10'2K cm—162,1, ATAPPfQXimatinQ ("-“) ”" ——-, the equation for focal lengthar2 r=O W2
yields F = -2.3xlO4 cm.

In deriving the focal length of the thermal lens,
the refractive index distribution is assumed to be constant
along the beam path in the sample. This requires that the
beam spot size remains constant in the sample cell. This is
one of the restrictions imposed on the thin lens approximation
The mathematical condition imposed for the restriction is that
the sample path length is small compared to the confocal
length (Rayleigh length) of the laser beam. The confocal
length characterizes the distance at which the beam power
density reduces to half the value at the beam waist. The con
focal length of a laser beam with wavelength )\ and radius at

beam waist wo is given by
2

1Twb = —--2 (2.15)
A

(At one confocal length away from the beam waist, the laser

spot size becomes Jfiwo). The restriction for sample path
length was hold good in Gordon's experiments22’23.
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when the absorbed power in the sample becomes large,

full wave phase shifts can occur in the wavefront of the trans
mitted beam. This will cause interference fringes (spherical
aberration)1, This puts restriction on the absorbed power,
which is imposed by the mathematical condition that the total
change in optical path length must be less than a quarter wave.

i.e.,

1-9% 4 % (2.16)
This leads to

dn1A dn AT °‘P1E"f 1__Q = 1 __ ___ = _______ <1 _A err ,\ 2'lTJk)\ 4

i.e., the absorbed power

A¢(P1 4 1% (2.17)
25'?

As a typical example, for benzene this condition leads to
0(Pl 4 0.5 mW.

2.42 Time Development of Focal Length--Gordon's Equation

The basic derivation of the time development of the
focal length of a thermal lens under the irradiation of a Gaussian
beam was taken up by Gordon et a123 and later by whinneryzs and
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Swofford and Morrell26. The time dependence of the focal length
2

appears through the time dependence of (§—%)r=O in equation (2.14)r
As the Gaussian beam is switched on in the medium, the temperature. . . . . BLT
distribution is the medium and hence (5—5)r=O evolves in time,r
Gordon's derivation in the medium and consists in finding the

2

time dependence of (%;%)r_o by solving the heat condition equation

given by Carslaw and Jaeger27. The expression derived by
Gordon et al reads,

a‘ —¢P( ——2- (t) = ~— 2 ~~ ~ (2.18)
5172 j[':Q '\TJ'kw1(1+t /211'.)C

2
W1

where wl is the radius of the beam spot in the sample and tc = Z5

is the response time of the medium to the heat input. tc is also
known as the critical time. Other quantities have their usual
meanings.

~

In the steady state (t =¢0) the curvature at the centre
of the temperature profile is,

BZT -4 P
(s;‘§).=.“‘=°°’ =  <2-19>

2

For the previous example of benzene, (  (t=.-ab) = _Q_23K Cm 2r r='-O
which compares with the crude estimate of -0.11 K cm_2 given
earlier.
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Now the expression for the focal length follows
directly from equations (2.14) and (2.18).

1TJkwiF(t) = -——-3; (1 + tc/2t) (2.20)
<iPl€T

with a 10 mw laser, the steady state focal length in benzene
in the previous case is F=-1.14x1O2 cm which compares with the
crude estimation of -2.3x1O4 cm given earlier. In Gordon's
experiment the intracavity thermal lens had a focal length of
-1.42xlO2 cm.

The above expression for the time dependent focal
length is derived based on several important assumptions.
First, the medium is assumed to be radially infinite. Secondly,
the restriction on sample path length is valid here also since
model assumes constant beam size in the sample. A third import
ant restriction is that the series expansion upto second order

term in the Taylor expansion can be valid only very near the
beam centre; at the wings of the Gaussian beam the gradient
will be weaker than predicted by parabolic approximation. while
the first two restrictions can be taken into consideration in
the Gordon type experiment, the third one was realized in
practice by Hu and Whinnery later (see below).
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2.50 The Extracavity Method of Hu and whinnery

After the work of Gordon et al, a number of workers

used thermal lens technique for measuring weak absorptions using
different probing methods like measurement of equilibrium spot
size28'3O, looking time development of the spot size using movie
camera3l, interferometric measurement of phase delay of on-axis
and off-axis beamss, measurement of shift in the beat frequency

between TEMGO and TEMOI modes32-36 etc. The most important
advance in the thermal lens technique after Gordon's work is
that of Hu and whinnery37’25. These workers demonstrated theori
tically and experimentally that the maximum fractional change in
the far-field intensity (that is the maximum fractional change
in the radius of curvature of the beam), due to thermal lens
formation, can be obtained by placing the sample at one confocal
length past the beam-waist. Fig.2.2 shows the experimental setup
used by Hu and whinnery. They used an extracavity lens

(f = 20-60 cm) to produce a beam waisg (wo) and the sample was
-ww

placed at one confocal length (b = ixg) away from the beam waiat_
A shutter placed at the beam waist allows rapid unblocking of
the initially blocked laser beam. The intensity changes at the
beam centre in the far field is monitored using a pinhole-photo
diode assembly and a storage oscilloscope. The fractional change
in the far-field intensity is independent of the beam width in
the sample since an increase in the strength of the thermal lens
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by reducing the spot-size in the cell also increases the initial
far-field spot size.

The thermal lens signal detected through the pinhole
of radius a is

l\.)[\)OJ
l\)

Iat

Q 2P 2r2 -— '*P = —— exp(- -—-) 2 "rdrci. 2P -—- for a 44w (2.21)det - 2 2 .- 2\\w2 w2 nw0

where P is the laser beam power and w2 is the beam radius at the
detector plane.

Hu and whinnery presented a detailed mathematical
analysis, starting from Gordon's expression for the time depend
ent focal length (equation 2.20) and proved that the relative
increase in the far-field beam size is maximized when the sample
is placed at one confocal length away from the beam waist. Under
this condition, the fractional change in the beam size is shown

[w2(t)-w2(o)] K --aLPlg?; .\
=    :- (2.22)

W273 2¢\J1<(1+tc/2t)_]

to be

The far field beam intensity is inversely proportional to the
beam area there. Thus

_ 2

1;>det(t=.-0) wg <t> .4 Pl g-,‘}I3——-jE'y" = —-——'- = 1-   P (2.23)det wg(t=O) 2AJk(1+tc/2t)
dn3 1 _ °"P}g§i* (2.24)

)\Jk (1+£c/2’J
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where the terms containing o¢l has been neglected. In the
steady state (t ==0)

dn
Pdet(t—O) _ 1 -°(Pl Eigpdet(t=w) ' JAk (2.25)

which yields

P (t=O)'-P (t=¢0)QL = _ 7 §e§ _:_ .§?F_.._,_ JlQ§_ (2_25)_ dnPdet (t"°0 ) pl '5?

Thus the measurement of the steady state relative change in the
detected power of the transmitted laser beam (which is independ
ent of the initial spot size in the sample) directly yields the
sample absorptivity value. As a typical example, for benzene,
the steady state fractional change in intensity when using a
path length of 1 cm and a power of 10 mw (He-Ne 6328i) is
~10.045 i.e., 4.5 per cent.

The formula derived by Hu and Whinnery is widely used

for the measurement of weak absorptivities. It is very important
therefore that one should be aware of the basic assumptions under
which the formula is derived, so that the required experimental
conditions can be realized. First of all, the restriction on
the sample path length applies here also since the analysis is
based on Gordon's equation for focal length. An additional
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limitation existing in the Hu and Whinnery configuration is
that the cell path length is to be small compared with the
confocal length of the focused beam which is usually less than
that of the unfocused beam.

Also for the maximum sensitivity condition (sample
placed at one confocal length past the beam waist) to be
meaningful, the cell path length must be much small compared
to the confocal length of the focused beam. (In the setup used

by Hu and whinnery a beam waist of wo = 0.01 cm was produced
by a lens of focal length 60 cm to get a confocal length
b = 5.2 cm, and a 1 cm cell was used for the sample). Secondly,
the neglect of the term containing<%2 is going from equation
(2.23) to (2.24) makes the formula valid only for small<4
values and hence small relative intensity changes. A relative
intensity change of 10% would lead to an error of 0.25% in the
measured value of d.and a relative intensity change of 25%
would lead to an error of 1.5% in the measured value of<£.

Another important point to be considered in the Hu and Whinnery
technique is that the measurement of steady state far—field

intensity Pdet(t=¢D) requires the knowledge of how fast the
thermalzlens develops in time. In terms of the critical time
(tc = ¥%), 80% of the signal develops in time 2tc, while a time
of 9tc is required to observe 95% of the total signal (equation
2.24). The delay between the initial and the steady state
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intensities can be reduced by reducing tc (i.e., by tight
focusing the beam) which again restricts the sample path length
(In a typical experimental condition of Hu and whinnery, a lens
of focal length 60 cm was used to produce a beam waist of

wo = 0.01 cm and the critical time tc = 530 milliseconds).
Thus a careful choice of focal spot size and sample path length
is to be made in any Hu-whinnery type experiment.

The method of Hu and whinnery has been used by several

workers for measuring weak absorptivities in different contexts
The most noticeable among them is the work of Dovichi and
Harris38'41 who used this technique for trace analysis. The
pump source used are descrete wavelength cw lasers like Ar+,

He-Ne and He-Cd. These workers have made detailed parametric

studies of the thermal lens setup and have discussed in detail
how the sensitivity can be maximized by suitable choice of
experimental conditions. In the initial studies38 they have
used ‘sample and hold‘ amplifiers for measuring the initial

and the steady state intensities (Pdet(t=O) and Pde£(t=oD))
along with the source intensity for correcting long term drifts
In later work4O'41, they measured the time dependent build up
of the thermal lens signal instead of the steady state measure
ments. This method has got the advantage that even relatively
large absorptivities can be measured where the equilibrium lens
may be distorted by spherical aberration. A lower detection

limit of 06= 1.6x1O"7cm'1 in CCl4 for a path length of 1 cm and
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a laser power of 160 mw (488 nm of Ar+) has been reported in

the experiment of Dovichi and Harris. These authors have also
reported another interesting w0rk,namely, the differential
thermal lens calorimeter39. The principle of this technique
is based on the antisymmetric behaviour of thermal lens with
respect to the extracavity beam waist in the Hu-whinnery
configuration37. while the sample cell placed at one confocal
distance after the beam waist produces maximum divergence in
the laser beam, the sample cell placed at one confocal length
before the beam waist produces maximum convergence to the

beam. Thus if the two identical cells containing the same
sample are placed at these two positions the net divergence
vanishes and there will be zero detected thermal lens signal.
Thus a differential thermal lens effect due to the solute
alone can be observed if a solvent cell is placed at one con
focal length before the beam waist and a sample cell (same
path length) is placed at one confocal length past the beam
waist. The cancellation of about 100% ‘common mode‘ solvent

thermal lens effect made it possible to detect absorptivities

as small as 1.45x10_6 cm'1 in CCl4 using a 20 mw Ar+ (488 nm)
line39. This level of sensitivity is achieved in the presence
of ‘common modes‘ of several orders of magnitude larger than
the signal of interest. Dovichi and Harris39 have also dis
cussed the details of standardization and calibration of the
thermal lens technique for use in quantitative analysis like
trace analysis.
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2.60 The Dual Beam Thermal Lens Technique

The thermal lens experiments described so far uses
a single laser source to excite and probe the thermal lens
effects. In many experiments, especially in absorption
spectroscopy, where the pump laser is to be tuned over a wave
length range, the point by point measurement scheme of the
single beam technique becomes very time consuming and cumber

some. In such cases the use of separate lasers to pump and
probe the thermal lens will be more advantageous. The pump
beam chopped (or repeatitively pulsed) at a suitable frequency
creates a pulsating thermal lens in the sample. The weak cw
probe beam on passage through the medium gets modulated by

this pulsating thermal lens. This small intensity modulation
can be monitored using sensitive measurement equipments like
boxcar averager, transient recorder, or more frequently using
a lock-in amplifier, in conjunction with a photomultiplier
tube. Since only a single wavelength is always detected, the

detection optics and detectors need to be optimized only for
a single probe wavelength, and one need not take into account
the spectral response of the optical elements and the detector

The dual beam thermal lens technique was first used
by Grabiner et al42 and Flynn43 to monitor the energy transfer

in gas phase molecules pumped by a pulsed CO2 laser. They
used a He-Ne laser as the probe source. The first report of
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the application of the dual beam technique to spectroscopic
measurements is that of Long et al44. They used a repeati
tively chopped cw dye laser as the pump source and a He-Ne

laser as the probe source. The optical arrangement used by
Long et al is shown in Fig.2.3. The CW dye laser (heating
beam) chopped at 13 Hz combines collinearly on an uncoated

beam splitter with the He-Ne laser (probe beam). The two
beams are focused by a lens of focal length 60 cm to a sample
cell of path length 1 cm. Both beams are then incident on a
filter which blocks the pump beam and transmits the probe
beam. The probe beam then falls on the PMT photocathode

through a pinhole. The detected probe beam power which is
modulated at the chopping frequency by the pulsating thermal
lens is monitored by a frequency tracking lock-in amplifier
synchronized to the chopping frequency. The magnitude of the
lock-in output (which is the r.m.s. value of the fundamental
sine wave at the chopping frequency) is recorded on a strip
chart recorder, along with the relative power of the dye laser,
as the dye laser is wavelength scanned. Point by point divi
sion of the lock-in signal by the corresponding relative power
of the dye laser gives the absorption spectrum of the sample
in arbitrary units. Long et al demonstrated the validity of
the dual beam method by comparing the overtone spectra of
benzene and toluene obtained by this method with those obtained
by the single beam method44'45.
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Swofford and Morrell46 have presented the methe

matical analysis of the cw dual beam thermal lens technique
by extending the model of Gorden et al23 to account for the
cumulative effect of the chopped heating beam. when the

sample is excited by a continuously chopped laser beam, the
temperature rise during a particular chopper cycle depends
not only on the heat input from that chopper cycle but also
on the previous chopper cycles. The workers derived the
following expression for the a.c. component of the probe
power detected.

APde,9(O.I:m) _ Pd‘et(O;m) - Pdet(‘I:m) "
Pdet(5:O7 ' T Pdet(O:O§ “M ix”

+

fiflE3
|->

_ ' dn 0,91 1 _ ' 2(1+2n(r+r')/cc)_ zz _-_ .~ =>-_~: e *—~=-W~<:—~W~ ..li_e;_-:dT l t 2 P T
'lTJkwf + c/ T n=1L1+2n(‘t +l')/tcJ2- (2 I/tC)2

(2.27)

where m refers to a particular chopper cycle, T.is the chopper

‘on’ time, I’ is the chopper 'off' time, wl is the probe spot
size in the sample and Z‘ is the distance of the sample from
the probe beam waist. The authors have shown that computer
generated plots of the signal defined by eqn.(2.27) with respect
to time, follow quite satisfactorily the thermal lens signals
observed with an oscilloscope. The agreement has been esta
blished for different power levels also.
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The lock-in amplifier gives the rms value of the
fundamental (sine wave at the chopping frequency) component

of the above signal (2.27). However about 85% of the total
calculated signal appears as the fundamental and the varia
tion of this fraction with change of the exciting wavelength
(as the pump laser is tuned) is negligible46.

The most important point in the performance of
the dual beam thermal lens spectrometer is that the linearity
of the lock-in signal with respect to the incident laser power
for constant d.(A) is ensured. Swofford and Morrell have
addressed this point and concluded that the magnitude of the
a.c. signal (eqn.(2.27)) should be less than 0.1 to ensure
linearity in absorbed power.

Fang and Swofford47 revised the model of the dual

beam thermal lens technique to suit for an optically thick
sample so that the restriction on the sample path length can
be overcome. In their analysis, the sample is considered to
be divided into several slices and the propagation through
each slice is calculated using ABCD law ; the output of
one slice is fed as the input of the next. An iterative
calculation can thus account for the propagation. These
authors have also modelled the thermal lens formation result

ing from elliptic Gaussian beams47.

Fang and Swoffordl have discussed in detail the
various experimental requirements that are to be carefully
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considered in carrying out thermal lens experiments in general
and the dual beam experiment in particular. These are described
in detail in the next chapter, in connection with the descript
ion of our experimental setup.

2.70 Thermal Lens Produced by Pulsed Lasers

We have so far considered the thermal lens effects

created by CW lasers. Several researchers have reported
(including the first dual beam experiment of Grabiner et al
and Flynn mentioned earlier) the creation of thermal lens by
a pulsed pump laser which is probed by a cw laser. The detailed
theoretical analysis of pulsed dual beam thermal lens technique
has been carried out by Twarowski and Kliger48—5O and later by
Bailay et al51'52. The availability of pulsed lasers has made
it possible the study of many nonlinear effects. Two photon
absorption spectroscopy is one such area. Detection of two
photon absorption by thermal lens technique is ideal when the
fluorescence quantum yield from the upper level is very small,
in which case the efficient nonradiative decay causes signifi
cant thermal lens effect. Twarowski and Kliger studied49 the

A1g~—§ Bzu two photon transition in benzene using this technique
They have extended these studies to other molecular species
alsoso. Fang et al53’1 have demonstrated the use of picosecond
high repetition rate (MHz) (mode locked cavity dumped) dye laser
for excitin< two hoton abso- tion in orranic com ounds likeP
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napthalene, anthracene etc., the resulting thermal lens signal
being synchronously detected by mechanically chopping the pico

second laser as in a CW thermal lens technique.

2.80 Applications of the Thermal Lens Effect

2.81 Absorption Spectroscopy

As described in detail in the earlier sections,
the most important application of the thermal lens technique
is the measurement of weak absorptions in liquid-phase sub
stances. weak absorption arises due to spectroscopic transi
tions of very low probability. Examples include vibrational
overtone absorption in the ground electronic state of poly
atomic molecules and multiphoton electronic absorption.
Liquid-phase overtone spectra of a large number of molecules
detected by laser induced thermal lens technique have been
reported44'45’54. The work presented in this thesis is mainly
based on the cw dual beam thermal lens experiments for detecting
the fifth CH overtone spectra of several organic compounds. The
application of pulsed and picosecond laser induced thermal lens
technique in detecting two photon absorption in organic
compounds has already been discussed in previous sections.

2.82 Analytical Applications

Since the thermal lens technique can achieve very
high sensitivities (d»~lO_6 cm_1), it can be used to detect
strong absorbers (Q 7, 105 M'1 cm'1) present in concentrations
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as low as 10-11 M suggesting its application in trace analysis.
The work of Dovichi and Harris referred to in earlier sections
demonstrated the use of He-Ne and Ar+ lasers in determining

trace levels of many substances. Thermal lens technique is
now-a-days widely used as a detection technique in liquid
chromatography and this is the most important analytical
application of this technique. The most sensitive chromato
graphic detection technique known to date is that based on
thermal lens technique. A recent reviewss covers the various
aspects of the technique and the different works appeared in
this area.

2.83 Energy Transfer Studies in Gas Media

The thermal lens technique has been used to deter
mine vibration-translation (VAT) energy transfer in gas media,
which forms a very important study relating to infrared laser

56photochemistry. Bailey et al have studied the effect of
addition of non—absorbing inert gas to a cell in which a low

pressure gas absorbs laser pulses to form a thermal lens. They
have established that the axial temperature rise in the cell‘ A

I

due to the laser pulse passes through a maximum due to the
variation of thermal diffusivity with pressure, and thus pointed
the usual incorrect interpretation in energy transfer studies.. 57-59 'Bailey et al have also made accurate reassessment of rate
constant for V-—§'T energy transfer in many gaseous systems
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ments on V -4) V energy transfer between CH3F molecules.
Bailey et al6l have used a thermal lens technique to study

V -—§ V energy transfer in CO2. The V —9‘V rate constant
could be calculated from the analysis of the time development
of thermal lens.

2.84 Bulk Thermal Properties

The time development of a thermal lens signal, both
in the single beam and the dual beam methods, depends on the

critical time tc which depends on the beam diameter and the
thermal diffusivity of the medium. The time development of
the thermal lens signals has been used for determining the
thermal diffusivities of many substances62. Gupta et al63
have used a pulsed dual beam thermal lens technique using a
flash lamp-pumped dye laser and a probe He-Ne laser. The
pulsed thermal lens technique is fast and the sample heating
problem can be fully eliminated.

2.85 Measurements of Absolute Quantum Yields

By observing the far field intensity changes of a
laser beam caused by a thermal lens and knowing the thermal
and thermo-optic properties of the medium one can compute the

quantity of absorbed power converted into heat. Also measuring
the total optical absorption spectrophotometrically, one can
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calculate the absolute quantum yields of radiative and non
radiative transitions. Many such measurements have been
reported 37’64.

2.86 Chemical Reactions

Thermal lensing technique has been used to monitor
certain slow chemical reactions65'67. The generation of
dopachrome by enzyme-catalyzed air oxidation of dopammine

has been monitored by observing the thermal lens signal
changeses. The product concentrations at any time could be
determined from the slope of the thermal lens signal. Daree66
has studied the toluene-bromine exothermic reaction using a
single beam thermal lens technique. He determined the velocity
of the reaction, the rate constant of termination and the
quantum yield by the time resolved thermal lens technique.
A recent paper67 describes the application of thermal lens
technique to infrared multiple photon photochemistry of cyclo
butanone in the estimation of transient temperatures.
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Chapter 3

EXPERIMENTAL TE CI-IN IQUES

3.10 Introduction

The present chapter contains the details of the
dual beam thermal lens setup used for recording the fifth
overtone spectra which includes the details of the experi
mental configuration, components of the apparatus and the
various experimental considerations that are to be carefully
executed. A brief description of the spectrophotometric
measurements of the lower overtones is given towards the end
of the chapter.

3.20 Thermal Lens Experimental Configuration

The main components of a basic dual beam thermal

lens setup are:- (1) a pump laser beam which produces the
thermal lens, (2) a mechanical chopper to modulate the pump
beam, (3) a probe laser beam to monitor the thermal lens and
(4) a detector assembly and associated electronics to measure
the strength of the thermal lens. The dual beam thermal lens
setup used for the present work is a modified version of the
setup of Fang and collaborators. The block diagram and the
photographs of the experimental arrangement are shown in
Figs.3.1 and 3.2.
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The experiment uses a Rhodamine 6G dye laser

(Spectra Physics 380A Ring Dye Laser) as the pump source
for creating thermal lens effect. An output power of
50-100 mw is found to be suitable for many of the experiments.

The dye laser beam is chopped (10 Hz - 25 Hz) and is focused
to the sample cell of path length 1 cm by a convex lens of
focal length 15 cm. A 2 mw He-Ne beam passing through the
sample collinear to the pump beam probes the pulsating thermal
lens formed in the sample. The modulated He-Ne beam then falls
on a PMT (EMI 9684) placed at a distance of 130 cm from the

sample cell after passage through a concave lens of focal
length 15 cm placed at one focal length away from the PMT.
The output of the PMT is synchronously detected by a lock-in
amplifier (EG&G 124 A). The output of the lock-in amplifier
and the relative power of the dye laser (amplified by a factor
of ten) obtained from the wavelength corrected detector in

the dye laser are fed to a ratiometer (EG&G 193) for power
normalization. The wavelength of the dye laser is scanned
across the tuning range of the Rhodamine 6G dye using an inch
worm translator (Burleigh Iw - 602) which turns the birefringent
filter. The output of the ratiometer as a function of the wave
length is recorded on a strip chart recorder (Digital Electronics
Series 2000). Wavelength measurements are made using a
Burleigh WA 20 vacuum wavemeter.
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The finer details of the main components of the
thermal lens apparatus are given below.

3.21 The Pump Source--Ring Dye Laser

The excitation source used is a Rhodamine 6G cw

dye laser (Spectra Physics 380 A Ring Dye Laser). This dye
laser is pumped by an Argon ion laser (Spectra Physics 171-17).
The dye laser is pumped by all lines from the Argon ion laser
since Rhodamine 6G absorbs many of the Argon lasing lines and

thus will help in operating the ion laser at lower discharge
currents compared with that required for single line operation.
The cavity configuration of the ring dye laser is schematically
shown in Fig.3.3. The dye laser contains five mirrors--the

pump mirror mp which focuses the argon laser beam onto the dye
jet and the resonator mirrors ml - m4 which make the beam
configuration in the form of the figure "8" pattern. The
unidirectional device allows oscillation only in one (counter
clockwise) direction. 'This is used for avoiding spatial hole
burningl. Under optimum conditions the dye laser has an
efficiency of »¢25 per cent.

The wavelength selection of the dye laser output is
done using several elements in the cavity. The birefringent
filter when rotated tunes the output wavelength coarsely over
the full tuning range of the dye. Fine frequency tuning can
be done using the scanning elalon and the galvanometer plates.
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However, for the present experimentation, the thick (scanning)
elalon and the thin etalon are removed from the cavity. This
is because, for recording the broadband liquid-phase spectra,
the band width (0.024 Z) obtainable by using the birefringent

plate alone in the cavity is more than sufficient. Also,
removal of the fine tuning elements will increase the output
power of the dye laser. wavelength scanning is done by rotat
ing the birefringent filter using an inchworm translator
(Burleigh Iw 602) driven by a Burleigh CE 1000 control module.
For most of the experiments an output power of 50 - 100 mw is
used. The tuning range of the Rhodamine 6G dye laser is
570-630 nm. The laser is always operated in the fundamental

transverse (TEMOO) mode.

3.22 The Chopper

An EG&G 192 Variable frequency chopper is used to

modulate the pump source. The minimum chopping frequency

obtainable from this chopper is 5 Hz when using a two-apertured
blade. We have used chopping frequencies ranging from 10 Hz
to 25 Hz for the different samples under investigation. The
chopper blade used is symmetric, that is the ‘on’ time is equal
to the 'off' time. A reference output compatible for the lock
in amplifier is obtainable from the chopper driver.

3.23 The Probe Source

The probe source used for the dual beam thermal lens
experiment is a 2 mw He-Ne laser (Coherent) which operates in
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the fundamental transverse (TEMOO) mode. The output stability
of the He-Ne laser is¢~13 per cent. The main source of fluct
uation of the output power of the He-Ne laser is due to the
fluctuations in line voltage. A power line isolator
(Hill-105-1 India) is used for avoiding such spikings from the
line voltage.

3.24 The Detector Assembly

The probe beam after passing through the pulsating
thermal lens is detected in the far field using a photomulti
plier (red sensitive cathode - EMI 9684 tube). The PMT is
fitted with a pinhole of 1 mm diameter and a He-Ne laser line

filter (Melles Griot Model O3 FILOO8). Behind the filter, a
ground glass diffuser is also fixed so that the photocathode
gets a uniform illumination by the probe beam. The output of
the PMT is terminated to a 10 kJ1.shielded resistance.

3.25 The Lock-in Amplifier

The lock-in amplifier used for the present experi
ments is an EG&G 124 A high sensitivity instrument. This lock
in amplifier has a maximum sensitivity of 100 nV in direct mode
with a model 117 differential preamplifier. This combination
is used for all the experiments in the present investigation.
The lock-in amplifier has different signal amplifier modes like
high pass, band pass, low pass and notch modes. For the
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thermal lens experiment the band pass mode is used (with Q
ranging from 10 to 50) to avoid the probe beam noise induced
overload.

3.26 Ratiometer and Recorder

As the dye laser is wavelength scanned, the output
power varies along the dye gain curve and the lock-in output
is to be normalized for the laser power variation. we have
used an EG&G 193 ratiometer for this purpose. The relative
power output from the dye laser is obtained from the wave
length corrected photodiodez in the dye laser. The ratiometer

has input options of 1 volt and 10 volt maximum. The signal
from the photodiode is amplified by a factor of ten using a
d.c. amplifier. The recorder output from the lock-in ampli
fier (10 volts full scale) is fed directly to the A input and
the amplified relative power is fed to the B input of the
ratiometer. The A/B output of the ratiometer is given to the
strip chart recorder (Digital Electronics - 2000 series). The
recorder trace gives the normalized absorption spectrum of the
sample in arbitrary units.

3.27 The wavemeter

A Burleigh WA 20 vacuum wavemeter is used for measur

ing the absolute wavelength of the dye laser output. The wave
meter consists of a scanning Michaelson interferometer with
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built in He-Ne laser. The interference fringes created are
counted electronically and compared to the count for the
reference He-Ne beam. The wavelength or wave number can be

digitally displayed. There are two count settings for high
and low resolution. For the present investigations on
liquid-phase spectra the low resolution count setting isO ,
sufficient which measures wavelength with i0.1 A resolution.

3.30 Experimental Considerations

As already explained, the recording of the absorption
spectra using the dual beam setup is accomplished by scanning
the dye laser wavelength and recording the normalized lock-in
signal by a strip chart recorder. However there are several
experimental requirements to be satisfied3 in the experimental
arrangement shown in Fig.3.1. First of all, the spatial mode
quality of the pump laser is very important. For the thermal

lens experiment, the pump beam is to be operated in the TEMOO
mode. Higher order cavity modes when present in the beam

increases the total output power of the beam but they do not
enhance thermal lens formation since these modes have no signi
ficant power at the beam centre of the Gaussian beam profile.
Thus the correction of the observed thermal lens signal for
total pump beam power will degrade the signal to noise ratio.
Moreover, when higher order modes are present in the beam, the
corresponding profiles will produce additional refractive index
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gradients in the sample, which will distort the thermal lens
created by the fundamental Gaussian beam. The ring dye laser
used for the present work, when properly aligned, gives out

high quality TEMOO output. with its four cavity mirrors and
one pump mirror, the alignment of the ring dye laser needs
much skill and this is one of the most difficult parts of the
experiment. However, once aligned properly, the mode quality
and output power of the dye laser remains steady for a long
time compared with the measurement time of the thermal lens
signal.

Once the fundamental transverse mode is obtained

for the pump laser, the next consideration is the choice of
the correct power level and path length. A decreased pump
power will reduce the strength of the thermal lens signal and
hence will cause a reduced S/N ratio. An increased pump power
will certainly increase the thermal lens signal, but one has
to make sure that the linear behaviour of the thermal lens

signal is maintained upto the maximum pump power used.

Swofford and Morrell have addressed this point in their ana
lysis of the dual beam technique4 and has concluded that the
magnitude of the a.c. component should be less than 0.1 to
assure linearity in absorbed power. we have checked the linear
behaviour for every sample before recording the spectra and
found that the behaviour is linear upto 100 mw for all the
samples studied for a path length of 1 cm. we have used a
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power range of 50-100 mw for almost all the samples studied
with a path length of 1 cm. This small path length is used
since we have focused the pump beam in the cell and a larger

path length will destroy the approximation of constant spot
size in the cell3.

The chopper performance is an important experimental

parameter. If the chopper is open for less than the critical

time tc, the growing thermal lens causes a decrease of ~160%
of the value of the equilibrium change in probe beam power.
when the chopper is closed the thermal lens gets relaxed and
the signal regains original value. If the chopper is on for
two times the critical time the change in detected probe power
will be ~:80% of the equilibrium change. Variations in
chopper speed will lead to fluctuations in the signal. The
chopper used for the present work has a frequency stability

of 0.2% with frequency drift of only less than 0.2%/°C after
one hour warm up. Thus the signal fluctuations due to devia
tions in chopping speed is completely eliminated by'allowing
one hour warm up for the unit.

The choice of chopping frequency can only be done

by trial. This is because the critical time tc is unknown
due to lack of knowledge of thermal diffusivities of the
compounds. Slower chopping speeds will certainly lead to
larger signals, but the S/N ratio will be seriously affected
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by the flicker noise (l/f noise) of the probe source. This
problem can be overcome by using a very narrow bandwidth

lock-in operation, but the amplifier settling time will be
correspondingly increased. This will increase the measure
ment time. By trial we have found that chopping frequencies
in the range 10-25 Hz are suitable for the present experiment
ation. The lock-in amplifier is operated always in the band
pass mode with ‘Q’ ranging from 10 to 50 and the output filter
time constant as 1 second or 3 seconds.

There are several optical considerations introduced
by the dual beam arrangement. The probe source instability is
one of the important requirements of the dual beam method. The
output of the coherent He-Ne laser used for the present experi
ments when directly connected to a.c. line voltage shows power
variations corresponding to the spikings in line voltage. We
have used a power line isolator (Hill Model 105-1 India) for
isolating the laser from such spikings in line voltage. How
ever the laser output is again slightly modulated by ripples
at 50 Hz and 100 Hz. The noise arising from this modulation
could be eliminated by the band pass operation of the lock-in
amplifier. Another important requirement is the stability
against relative motion of the pump and probe beams, This
factor becomes more critical when both the beams are focused

in the sample cell as done in earlier works3'5, where even the
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smallest relative motion will cause fluctuations in the detected

probe power. The use of a vibration isolation system will
completely eliminate this difficulty. However, we could rectify
the problem by using a focused pump beam and an unfocused probe

beam. This optical arrangement could significantly improve the
stability of the thermal lens signal against relative motions of
the two beams. To make the spot size of the probe laser at the
pinhole-PMT assembly sufficiently large so that the detected
power is only a small fraction of the total beam power, a concave
lens is placed in front of the PMT. In the present setup a
concave lens of focal length 15 cm is placed at a distance one
focal length before the PMT.

The samples under investigation should be well
filtered and allowed for attaining steady state in the sample
cell for a few minutes to avoid signal distortions due to

suspended particles and air bubbles. We have used.1O)um
Whatman filter papers for filtering the samples. For every
sample, a settling time of atleast five minutes is allowed for
reaching equilibrium state free of movements and convections.

Cell window absorption is another factor which can
cause measurement difficulties. This is because some type of
glasses can weakly absorb visible light and this in turn causes
a thermal lens from the sample cell. Also the heat thus
generated can flow into the sample causing distortion to the
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sample thermal lens. However.fused silica cells are very much
less absorptive than borosilicate glass. Hence we have used
fused silica spectrophotometric cells (path length 1 cm). To
ensure that cell window absorption does not cause serious
problems, the thermal lens signal with cell alone in the posi
tion is looked for, and found to be negligible over a wide
range of pump beam power levels.

The usual difficulties which one always come across
when detecting coherent, monochromatic optical beams are also
to be taken into account in the dual beam experiment. All
plane parallel surfaces in the beam path, including the sample
cell are tilted slightly to avoid the creation of interference
fringes in the beam incident on the detector. when such inter
ference patterns are present on the detector, small mechanical
vibrations can cause fluctuations in the thermal lens signal.
Surface scatter from optical components will also cause diffi
culties due to the speckle pattern resulting from the surface
scattering. Movements of this speckle pattern by mechanical
vibrations will cause fluctuations in the signal. The diffra
ction pattern created by the edges of the aperture (pinhole)
can also cause signal fluctuations. To avoid such problems,
we have fixed a ground glass diffuser behind the filter so
that the photocathode is uniformly illuminated by the probe
beam. If one uses absorptive filters for blocking the pump
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laser at the detector the heating effect on the filter can
produce spurious signals. This is because, such absorptive
filter act as low finesse etalons and will create moving
fringe patterns upon heating by the pump beam. To avoid
such problems, we have used a thin film interference notch
filter (laser line filter) for the 6328 Z wavelength. To
avoid exposure to high intensity pump beam we have fixed this
filter behind the pinhole. The probe beam thus passes through
the pinhole, filter, diffuser and then falls on the PMT photo
cathode.

when the experimental parameters are chosen as
described above, the thermal lens signal strength as measured
by the lock-in amplifier (across 10 kll from PMT) ranges from

1OO)RV to 10 mV for the different samples studied.

The choice of scanning speed for the dye laser is
to be compatible with the chopping frequency used in the

experiment, but this parameter is not difficult to choose and
control since the speed of the inchworm translator is conti
nuously variable. -we have used scanning speeds of 2-6 nm/min.
for the experiments.

Before carrying out experiments in new compounds we

have recorded the fifth CH overtone spectra of several compounds
which are already studied by other workers. The spectra
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Fig.3.4 Fifth aryl CH overtone spectrum of toluene recorded
by the present setup. The spectra of other compounds
(not shown) also show agreement with literature
values of peak positions. The present and literature
values of peak positions (cm'1) are Toluene - 16465
(164603), Chlorobenzene - 16585 (165903), Bromo
benzene - 16565 (165655), 1-2 dichlorobenzene - 16600
(l6606b) and 1,3 dichlorobenzene - 16670 (1ee67b>.

a - ref.1, Chapter 4
b - ref.3, Chapter 4
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obtained using the present setup agree well with those reported
earlier. As a typical example Fig.3.4 shows the fifth aryl CH
overtone spectrum of toluene along with the present and litera
ture values of peak positions. These observations establish
the performance of our setup.

3.40 Measurement of Lower Overtones

while the dual beam thermal lens technique is used
for recording the fifth CH overtone spectra of several organic
compounds, a Hitachi 330 UV-VIS-NIR spectrophotometer is used

for recording the lower overtones in the NIR region. This
spectrophotometer uses a tungsten lamp as the source of NIR.
All spectra are recorded using a cell of path length 1 cm. The
specific conditions under which the spectra of different
samples are recorded are given in the respective sections (see
Chapters 4 and 5). It is to be pointed out that even for the
fourth overtone spectra (AV = 5) the signal to noise ratio of
the spectrophotometer is poor, and recording of the fifth over
tone spectra using the spectrophotometer is very difficult.
This indicates the necessity of high sensitivity techniques
such as based on the thermal lens effect.
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4.10 Introduction

4.11 Aryl CH Overtones in Substituted Benzenes

As already mentioned in Chapter 1, overtone spectro
scopy has been used for characterizing the aromatic CH bonds in
many substituted benzenes. The initial studies on the effect
of various substituents (atoms and groups) on the benzene ring
CH overtones are those of Mizugai et al%'2 These workers
recorded the fifth aryl CH overtone spectra of about thirty
monosubstituted and about fifteen disubstituted benzenes using
pulsed dual beam thermal lens technique. They observed a good
correlation between the shift in the overtone energy from that
of benzene and the inductive part of the Hammet 6" (51) of the
substituent. The shift in disubstituted benzenes correlates
with the sum of the 61 values of the two substituents when
they have the same polarity. when the two substituents have
opposite polarities, a doublet structure is observed in the
spectrum corresponding to the neighbouring CH bonds of the two
substituents. The studies of Mizugai et al have shown that

108
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an electron withdrawing substituent causes increase in the
aryl CH mechanical frequency (or force constant) and hence a
decrease in CH bond length while an electron donating substi
tuent cause a decrease in the mechanical frequency.

Gough and Henry3 extended the work of Mizugai et al

by studying the overtone spectra of a number of liquid phase
halobenzenes and nitrobenzene in the [XV = 2 to 6 or 7 regions
by conventional absorption technique. All the substituted
halobenzenes show single peaks in the overtone spectra, indicat
ing that the variation in CH bond length among the nonequivalent
aryl CH bonds in these compounds is negligible. The shift in
the overtone energies with respect to benzene correlates with
the inductive part of Hammet G‘ assuming additivity of substi

tuent effects. A doublet structure in the overtone spectra is
observed only for nitrobenzene, the higher energy peak corres
ponding to the ortho CH bonds and the lower energy peak
corresponding to the meta and para CH bonds. (The authors have

confirmed these assignments in a separate study on deuterated
nitrobenzenes4). Only the low energy peak correlated well with

the Hammet<Ti value, since U—I is defined only for meta and para
positionss. The authors have also discussed the various speci
fic points to be considered in correlating overtone energy

shifts with Hammet 5'-I values.

Nakagaki and Hanazakie reported the aryl CH overtone
spectra of several methyl and chloro substituted benzenes. They
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established that the red and the blue shifts with respect to
benzene observed for methyl- and chloro-benzenes respectively,

occur due to the change in the mechanical frequency. The
observed changes are attributed to the polar effects (i.e.,

inductive effects represented by Hammet (Ti) of the substituents.
Assuming additivity of substituent effects in the ortho, meta,
and para positions, the change in the mechanical frequency with
respect to benzene is calculated. The authors compared the
validity of through--6‘bond inductive and through-space field
(electrostatic) effect models, assuming that only one is operat
ing at a time. They concluded that, the through-6'bond effect
is predominant in methylbenzenes and the through--space effect
is predominant in chlorobenzenes.

Other reports on aryl CH overtones in substituted
benzenes include the gas-phase investigations in toluene and
xylenes7 and in trimethylbenzenes8. The frequency shifts in
toluene and xylenes with respect to benzene indicates that the
aryl CH bonds meta, para and (meta + para) to the methyl group(s)
are comparable in lengths to the CH bonds in benzene. The bonds
which are ortho, (ortho + meta) or (ortho + para) are predicted
to be longer by 0.001 - 0.002 2. The (ortho + ortho) bond in
m-xylene is predicted to be still longer by 0.001 3. A similar
behaviour is expected in the aryl CH bond lengths of trimethyl
benzenes.
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The important observation in all these overtone
spectral studies of substituted benzenes is that the mechanical
frequency and (hence the force constant) of the aryl CH bonds
show an increase up on substitution by an electron withdrawing
group on the ring, and a decrease in the mechanical frequency
upon substitution by an electron donating group. The anharmoni
city of the aryl CH bonds remains almost same as that in benzene
over a wide range of substituents. Even though the shift in the

overtone energies correlates well with the Hammet 6'1 values,
no simple conceptual picture of the mechanism of the change in
ring CH force constants upon substitution on the ring is pro
vided in any of these previous works.

we have studiedg the aryl CH overtones in liquid
phase acetophenone and benzaldehyde in the AV = 2 to 6 regions
by conventional and thermal lens techniques (section 4.31).
The physical mechanism of the change in the aryl CH bond length
upon substitution by an electron withdrawing/electron donating
group is proposed and discussed in detail in connection with
the previous studies (section 4.32).

4.12 Nonequivalent Methyl CH Overtones in Anisotropic
Environments

We have seen in Chapter 1 that the local mode model

has been used to describe the appearance of overtone absorptions
corresponding to the excitations of different types of CH bonds
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in a molecule. Environmental influences, operating on CH
bonds which are otherwise chemically equivalent, alter the
overtone transition energies of these oscillators differently,
causing the overtone peaks to get resolved. There is now a
large body of evidence from fundamental IR studies of select10 11 12-16ively deuterated samples ' as well as overtone studies ,
that groups like C::C. C::O and atoms like O, N, S produce
anisotropic environments which result in the creation of non
equivalent CH bonds in an adjacent methyl group. we have
already seen in Chapter 1 the advantages of using overtone
spectroscopy as a tool in such cases over the fundamental IR
studies.

Fang and his collaborators have reported12'l6 the
visible and near infrared overtone spectra (recorded using
gas-phase photo acoustic, liquid-phase thermal lens and con
ventional methods) of many compounds containing nonequivalent

methyl CH bonds created by lone pair trans effect and TT
electron effects. Among the compounds containing C::C bond
they have studied propylene, 2-butene, 2-methyl 2-butene and
2,3-dimethyl 2-butenelz. For all these compounds, the methyl
groups attached to the C::C bond exhibited two types of con
formationally nonequivalent CH bonds. The authors have shown
that in all the above compounds, the low energy peak in the
methyl overtone doublet corresponds to the two out-of-plane
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CH bonds, and the high energy peak corresponds to the in-plane
CH bond. The out-of-plane CH bonds interact strongly with
the TT electron cloud of the C::C bond, thus lowering the
transition energy whereas for the inéplane methyl CH bond which
lies in the TT nodal plane, there is no such interaction.
Later, Fang et al have given a molecular orbital analysis of
the overtone spectrum of propylene and have concluded that
orbital delocalization is the mechanism responsible for the
appearance of nonequivalent methyl CH bonds13. Among the

compounds containing a hetero atom with lone pairs of electrons,
Fang and co-workers studied methanol, dimethyl ether, dimethoxy

ethane, dimethyl sulphide, trimethyl amine and methyl formate14'15

In all the molecules studied the methyl groups adjacent to the
hetero atom (O,S,N) shows two distinct bands at each overtone

level. The effect of the hetero atom on the methyl group is
explained as the interaction of the lone pair of electrons in
the hetero atom with the CH bonds situated trans to the lone

pair (lone pair trans effect). The effect is explained to
originate from the donation of electron density from the lone
pair to the antibonding orbitals of the CH bonds situated trans
to the lone pair. This explanation is well accepted in litera
turel7’l8 but the exact mechanism of its operation is not under
stood. Among the compounds containing carbonyl (C::O) group,

Fang et al studied acetaldehyde and acetone in detail and
compared the [XV = 4 and 5 overtone spectra of these compounds
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with those of 2-butanone and 3-pentanone12'l5. The carbonyl
group contains both 1T electrons and lone pairs of oxygen,
and hence Fang et al pointed out that in compounds like
acetaldehyde both lone pair effect and TT effect will be
operative on a methyl group adjacent to a carbonyl. Based
on the overtone and the earlier fundamental IR studies,
Fang et al assigned the high energy peak in the methyl over
tone spectra to the in-plane CH bond and the low energy peak
to the two out-of-plane CH bonds. In analyzing the spectrum
of acetaldehyde, the authors speculated that the in-plane
methyl CH is effected by a trans effect of lone pairs either
directly through the interactions with an oxygen lone pair or
indirectly through interactions involving aldehydic CH which
in turn is strongly influenced by the trans effect of oxygen
lone pair. On the other hand, the out-of-plane CH bonds are
more likely to be affected by the carbonyl TY electrons. On
going from acetaldehyde to acetone the high energy peak

(in-plane CH bond) is_virtually_unaffected, while for the low
energy peaks (out-of-plane CH bonds) both the mechanical
frequency and the anharmonicity are significantly reduced.
This could not be explained by simple trans effect since the
in-plane CH bond (and hence the high energy component) would

be most strongly influenced by trans substitution. Fang et al
argued that the shorter C::O bond length in acetaldehyde
compared to acetone could result in stronger interaction of
'fl'electrons and the out-of-plane CH bonds resulting in an
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increased mechanical frequency and anharmonicity with respect
to acetone. A comparison of the overtone spectra of acetone
with those of 2-butanone and 3-pentanone in the [XV = 4 and 5
regions revealed that the high energy (in-plane CH bond) peak
disappears when the methyl group is separated from the carbonyl
by a methylene group. The low energy peak (out-of-plane) is
almost unchanged on transition from acetone to 2-butanone and
3-pentanone. The disappearance of the high energy peak is
interpreted by Fang et al as resulting from the loss of bond
strengthening mechanism which operates on the in-plane CH bond

when the methyl group is adjacent to the carbonyl.

Our studies on the overtone spectrum of acetophenone
has revealed that this compound contains nonequivalent methyl
CH bonds. To the authors knowledge this is the first reportg
of the observation of nonequivalent methyl CH bonds in this
compound. While our analysis supports the arguments of
Fang et al on out of plane CH bonds, the local mode parameters
of the in-plane CH bond requires an interpretation based quantum
mechanical resonance among highly polar valence bond structures.

The observation and analysis of the nonequivalent methyl CH bonds
in acetophenone is detailed in section 4.33.

4.20 Experimental

The following liquid samples are used for the experi
ments--high purity acetophenone (99£9% from Sisco Research

Laboratories, India), high purity benzaldehyde (99.5% from
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Glaxo BDH India), spectrograde carbon tetrachloride (99.9% from
Sisco Research Laboratories, India), high purity styrene (7>99%
from Fluka AG, Germany) and high purity (solid) polystyrene
( >99%.from Polypenco UK). The fifth CH overtone spectra of
acetophenone, benzaldehyde, styrene and polystyrene are recorded
from pure samples using the dual beam thermal lens technique

described in Chapter 3. The first through fourth overtone
spectra of these compounds are recorded in a Hitachi-330
UV-vis-NIR spectrophotometer. Except at the first overtone
(ZSV = 2) level where carbon tetra chloride is used to dilute
acetophenone and benzaldehyde, other overtone peaks are recorded
from pure samples. A path length of 2 cm is used for polystyrene
and 1 cm for other samples for both the thermal lens and the
conventional techniques. All spectra are recorded at 26i2°C.

4.30 Results and Discussion

4.31 Aryl CH Overtones in Acetophenone and Benzaldehyde

The thermal lens spectra of the two compounds in the
Rhodamine 6G region (Fig.4.1) is entirely due to the fifth
overtone (LXV = 6) excitation of the aryl CH bonds. The NIR
spectra (Figs.4.2-4.4) show absorption due to both aryl and
methyl CH overtones in the [XV = 2, 3 and 4 regions. The
discussion on the methyl CH overtones in acetophenone is

given in section 4.33. Aldehydic CH overtones in benzaldehyde
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are not studied in the present work due to the poor signal
to noise ratio of these overtones.

The aryl CH overtones in the [§V = 2-6 regions are
represented by the Birge-Sponer relation,

Asvio =v(A+vB) (4.1)
A plot of 952- versus V gives the local mode parameters viz.,
the mechanical frequency X1 = (A-B) and the anharmonicity

X2 = B of the CH bonds. Table 4.1 shows the peak positions
of the overtones and the local mode parameters. The intro

duction of -C(==O)CH3 and -—C(==O)H groups to the benzene
ring shifts the aromatic CH overtone energies to higher
values with respect to benzene. It is also observed that
(table 4.1) the anharmonicities of the aryl CH bonds in
acetophenone and benzaldehyde are not very different from
that in benzenelg. Mizugai and Katayamal have reported the
fifth aryl CH overtone spectrum of acetophenone and benzal
dehyde recorded by pulsed dual beam thermal lens technique,
where the peak positions are shown to be blue shifted with
respect to benzene. Comparison of the present near infrared
and visible overtone peak positions for the two compounds
shows that the overtone energies of benzaldehyde are slightly
higher than those of acetophenone. However the fifth overtone
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data of Mizugai and Katayama shows that the transition
energies are almost equal for the two components. This shows
that our data of the overtone energies is more accurate than
that obtained by the point by point thermal lens measurement
of the earlier workers. The slightly higher overtone energies
of benzaldehyde than those of acetophenone is due to the
slightly higher mechanical frequency (table 4.1) in this
compound. The observation is also in agreement with the fact
that the electron withdrawing power of the -—C(::O)H is

slightly larger than that of the -C(::O)CH3 group due to the
presence of the electron donating -—CH3 group in the latter.
The observation also corroborates with the slightly higher

I-Iammet 6'1 value of the -C(:O)I-I groupzo. Since the aryl CH
mechanical frequencies of the two compounds show only a small
difference, it is clear that the major influence originates
from the ‘>C::O group. The physical mechanism of the increase
in the aryl CH force constant is discussed in the next section.

The correlation between the aryl CH bond length and
the shift in overtone energy from benzene reads7'8'21'22

LM O _ -5 Aw(cm-'1)ITCH (A) — 1.084 — 8X10  (4,2)

This equation predicts that the aryl CH bond length
o

in acetophenone and benzaldehyde are ~¢0.001 A smaller than in

benzene. The difference in bond length between the two compounds
is smaller than the uncertainty in the correlation.
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One would expect that the ortho, meta and para
bonds are likely to be affected differently by a substituent,
the ortho being affected most. The present liquid-phase data
give only an average effect over the different CH bonds. A
gas-phase study would therefore be of interest to distinguish
the inequivalent ring CH bonds in these compounds.

4.32 The Proposed Mechanism of the Change in the Aryl
CH Bond Length

It is known that a group having electron withdrawing
tendency relative to hydrogen atom, if attached to a benzene
ring, will attract the mobile ring TV electrons to a larger
extent and the rigid 6' electrons to a lesser extent23. The
total inductive effect consist of the electrostatic (through
space field effect) effects, through--6'bond effects and.Tf
inductive effects24. The simplified component interaction
models for the propagation and distribution of electronic
effects are given by wells et al24 and are reproduced in
table 4.2. In the symbolic diagrams of the table, X represents
the substituent and R represents the reacting group which can
be in the ortho-meta-or para-positions. The first and the
second interactions are inductive, while the third and the
fourth are resonance types. Considering the inductive effects
(the overtone energies correlate with the inductive part of
Hammet G’ rather than with the total Hammet6"), the interaction
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through the G’ bond of the ring system is termed classical
inductive effect whereas the interaction occurring through
the 1T cloud of the ring is termed non-classical or
TY-inductive effect or inducto-electromeric effect. The
classical and non-classical effects are mixed and are diffi
cult to characterize separately; the principal effect of the
mixing of classical and TT-inductive effects is to make the
total inductive effects equal in meta and para positions24.
In overtone spectroscopy of aryl CH bonds, the ‘reacting
group‘ R shown in the symbolic diagram can be regarded as

concerned CH bond. Surprisingly enough, the important
contribution of TT—inductive effect has not been considered

so far in interpreting the substituent effects in overtone
spectra. Moreover as mentioned earlier the physical mechanism
of aryl CH bond shortening/lengthening was not provided in any
of the previous reports. we propose the following physical
picture for the change in the aryl CH bond length. An electron
withdrawing group reduces the electron density at the ring
carbon atoms through inductive effects (classical and “
-inductive effects). This in turn produces a net positive

charge on the ring carbon atoms. This causes a greater
attraction of the carbon atom for the valence electron cloud

of the hydrogen atom. The net result is an increase in the
CH force constant and the mechanical frequency and a decrease
in the bond length. A reverse effect is expected for an
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electron donating group. Similar effects are reported in the
earlier infrared studies on halomethanes25.

The mechanism of the change in aryl CH bond length

upon substitution on the benzene ring proposed here needs
further discussion in connection with the previous works. As
already seen, the work of Mizugai et al1'2 established that
an electron withdrawing group cause an increase of the aryl CH

force constant. These authors stated that, since 6'1 is a
measure of the free energy effect of the substituent relative
to hydrogen atom resulting from its power to attract or repel
electrons through space and through 6' bonds of the benzene
system, the results of the overtone studies revealed that the
CH bond force constants increases upon a decrease of the
€'electron density of the carbon atoms. They also stated

that they could not give an explanation for such a behaviourl.

In the later work of Gough and Henry3 the (Ti parameter, which
is measurable only for meta and para positions was considered
to be associated with field effect (through - space electrostatic
effect); a CH bond ortho is a substituent experiencing both
through--6'bond and through-space inductive effects. It was
concluded that in both field and through-bond effects the CH
bonds reflect primarily the changes induced in the (T bond frame
work. In both the above works are given neither the importance
of the Tr-inductive effects nor the physical picture of the
increase/decrease of the aryl CH force constant.
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Nakagaki and Hanazakis compared the validity of

through- G'bond inductive and through-space field effect models
in several methylated and halogenated benzenes. They found
that the through-<7 bond inductive effect is predominant
compared to through-space field effects in methylbenzenes
while both through-bond and through-space effects have almost
equal contributions in chlorobenzenes. However for chloro
benzenes the best fit transmission factor E obtained in the
assumed bond model was larger than that reported in earlier
works. The workers therefore concluded that long range
electrostatic field effect (through-space effect) is the
predominant mechanism operating in halobenzenes. For methyl
benzenes, the value of the residual sum of squares6 for the
through-<T bond model is less than half of the value for the
through-space model. This confirms the relative validity of
through-<7 bond mechanism in methylbenzenes.

For halobenzenes the values of the residual sum of

squares for the through-<7 bond and through-space effects are

equal6. Also the best fit € value is much higher than the
earlier reported value. This shows that the residual sum of
squares for the through-<T bond model would be much larger
than that for the best fit G value, if the literature value
of Q. is adopted. If the electrostatic field effect is the
predominant mechanism, the residual sum of squares would have
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been much smaller (compare with the value for the through-bond
model in methyl benzenes6). The above observations lead to
the conclusion that in halobenzenes, along with the long range
electrostatic field effect and through-<7 bond effect, the
n-inductive effect is also contributing to the electron with
drawing property.

In all the above discussions as well as in previous
overtone studies, the resonance contribution to Hammet 5' is
not taken into account, primarily because overtone energy
shifts correlate with the inductive part of Hammet <7- However
certain discrepancies observed especially in halobenzenes1'3
seems to indicate the role of resonance in the overtone energy

shifts. The straight line of correlation of Aw versus TI
for these compounds makes a negative Y intercept. This shows
that a negative shift in the overtone energy with respect to
benzene is possible in the absence of the inductive effect
thus indicating the role of resonance effect (which is opposite
in sign to the inductive effect for halogens) in the frequency
shift. Another interesting observation in halobenzenes is that
the relative shifts between fluoro-, chloro-, bromo- and
iodo-benzenes are far greater than predicted by the variation

in <TI1'3. Gough and Henry3 attributed this observation to
the probable non-additivity of the substituent effects. But
the fact that monosubstituted halobenzenes also show the same

behaviour points to the need for much detailed investigations
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of the contributions of the inductive and the resonance effects

and the influence of lone pairs of halogens on the overtone
energies.

4.33 Nonequivalent Methyl CH Bonds in Acetophenone

In the overtone spectrum of acetophenone the hands
indicated by 'a‘ and 'b' on the low energy side of the aryl CH
overtones (Figs.4.2-4.4) individually fit into Birge-Sponer
plots. Their local mode parameters are given in table 4.1.
These two bands arise from the two different types of methyl
CH bonds present in the molecule. A band appearing between

'a‘ and 'b' bands in the [SV'= 2 and 3 regions can only be
assigned to a combination band either from the ring or from
the methyl group, involving (n - 1) quanta of CH stretch and
two quanta of CH bend. The intensity of this middle band
decreases as we pass from the AV = 2 to AV = 3 region and
disappears completely in the [XV = 4 region. As observed in
other carbonyl compounds12'15, the nonequivalence of the two
methyl CH bonds originates from the anisotropic environments
created by the oxygen lone pair and carbonyl TY electron cloud.
In acetophenone (Fig.4.5a) the phenyl ring, the C===O group,
and one of the methyl CH bonds are in a plane. Also the
in-plane methyl CH bond is cis to the C==O bond26. Thus the

relative configuration of C::O and the methyl group is the same
as that in acetone and acetaldehydels. we assign the high
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energy component 'a‘ of the methyl CH band to the in-plane
CH bond and the low energy component 'b' to the two out-of

plane CH bonds. This assignment is in line with the predi
ctions of the trans effect theory and observations in
compounds like acetone and acetaldehyde in the fundamentalll

and overtone15'16 regions. As can be seen from table 4.3

the in-plane CH6 bond has very large mechanical frequency
and anharmonicity compared with acetone and acetaldehyde.

Also, the mechanical frequency and anharmonicity of the out

of-plane CHb bonds are lowered with respect to acetone. It
is knownls that on going from acetaldehyde to acetone the

in-plane CHb peak the mechanical frequency and anharmonicity
are reduced. Fang et al have stated that this cannot be
explained by simple trans effect. They have also pointed
out that the smaller C::O bond length in acetaldehyde could
result in an increased 1T electron interaction with the out

of-plane CHb bonds. Considering the situation in acetophenone,
it is known27 that the ct-.0 bond length in aryl alkyl ketones
is larger than in dialkyl ketones. This is evident from the
decreased C==O group frequencies in aryl alkyl ketones. Thus
our observation that the mechanical frequency and the anharmoni

city of the out-of-plane CHb bonds show decrease as we pass
from acetone to acetophenone is in line with the arguments of
Fang et al, that is, in acetophenone the larger C==O bond
length compared with acetone results in a decreased interaction



Table 4 .3

Comparison of Methyl CH Local Mode Parameters
Acetaldehyde, Acetone and Acetophenone

Molecule

Acetaldehydea
ca8

CH.

Acetonea

CHa

CHb

Acetophenone

CHa

CH.

a. Data from ref.22

X1 X2 AB

3084113

3083i9

308219

3047.-£15:

-5512

-5411

-58i2

3133i8 -6611
3027.5i8 -5411.5
v M; '. . _.-_ .,.._-,..

IBEX

119.2

103.0

121.3

111.9

102.1

117.6
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of TY cloud with the out-of-plane CHb bonds. This results in
a decreased mechanical frequency and anharmonicity of the out

of-plane CHb bonds with respect to those in acetone. Another
observation, as already pointed out, is that both the mechani

cal frequency and the anharmonicity of the in-plane CHa bond
are much larger than in acetone and acetaldehyde (table 4.3).
It is known27 that dipolar structures with decreased C::O bond
order (increased C::O bond length) (Fig.4.6) contribute much
to the aryl alkyl ketone structures. These structures are
such that the carbonyl oxygen is very rich in electron density.
The interaction of this electron cloud seems to he the main

reason for the very large mechanical frequency and anharmoni

city of the in-plane CHa bond. The in-plane phenyl ring may
also affect the strength of the in-plane CHa bond. It can be
seen from atable 4.3 that the dissociation energy of the CHa
bond in acetophenone is less than that of the CHb bonds. This
is contrary to similar observations in other carbonyl compounds' -' -~ -0 \ ;. . __J._,
The CH8 potential in acetophenone is much shallower.due to the
large anharmonicity of this bond. For obtaining more complete
information on the spectral and structural aspects one has to
carry out measurements in selectively deuterated gas-phase
samples. Also the bond strengthening mechanisms in carbonyl
compounds needs detailed theoretical investigations using
M0 theory.
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4.34 Aryl CH Overtones in Styrene and Polystyrene

In this section we present the aryl CH overtone
spectra of liquid styrene and solid.polystyrene recorded by
the dual beam thermal lens (AV = 6) and conventional absorpt

ion (liv = 3-5) techniques. To the authors knowledge our work
reports the first thermal lens overtone spectrum of a solid
as well as that of a polymer.

The thermal lens and the near infrared absorption
spectra of the two compounds are shown in Figs.4.7-4.10. The
overtone peak positions and the aryl CH local mode parameters

are given in table 4.4. A comparison between the spectra of
styrene and polystyrene reveals that the main peaks in both
the compounds arise from aromatic CH overtones. In addition
to aryl CH overtones, the near infrared spectrum of polystyrene
shows the overtone bands of the CH bonds of the side chain.

Styrene moleculescontains aromatic and.olefinic
CH bonds (Fig.4.11). The overtones of these two types of CH
bonds appear in the same spectral regions22 and hence the
olefinic CH overtones are masked by the more intense aryl CH
overtones. The local mode parameters of the aryl CH bonds in
both styrene and polystyrene are close to these in benzene.
However, a comparison of the aryl CH overtone peak positions of
the two compounds with those of benzene (table 4.4) shows that
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the shifts in the peak positions are -3 cm'1(lSV = 3).
-7 cm 1(AV - 4), +20 cm 1(AV - 5) and -18 cm 1(AV - 6) for
styrene and -19 cm_1(AV = 3), -13 cm—1(AV = 4), -29 cm-l(AV = 5)

and -37 cm_1(AV = 6) for polystyrene. The shifts in the styrene
peaks are comparable to the experimental uncertainties in peak
positions. Also there is no regularity in the magnitude and
sign of the shifts. Thus we can conclude that the overtone
energies of the aryl CH bonds in styrene are not affected by

the -CH:=CH2 group. The polystyrene peaks on the other hand,
shows increasing negative shifts, with respect to benzene,
towards higher overtones. Even if the shifts are small, the
good least square correlation of the Birge-Sponer plot (table 4.3)
and the regularity in the magnitude and sign of the shifts
clearly indicates that there is a small but detectable effect
on the ring CH bonds. The correlation between overtone energy
and CH bonds length (eqn.4.2) predicts that the aryl CH bond
length in polystyrene is'~'0.0005 Z longer than in benzene.
Except for CXV = 4, all other overtone data predict the same
change in CH bond length. However, to the author's'knowledge,
no experimental data is available on the aryl CH bond length
in polystyrene.

In the present work, the overtone spectrum of styrene
is measured in the liquid phase and that of polystyrene is
measured in the solid phase. Greenlay and Henry have reported28
that in 3-methyl pentane a transition from liquid to solid phase
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renders the CH vibrations more harmonic. In the case of poly
styrene the nonobservation of a change in anharmonicity from
styrene reveals that there is no appreciable modification of
the aryl CH potential curve from that in styrene. If at all
there is a change in anharmonicity due to change of phase,
this change might have been cancelled by a change in the oppo
site direction due to some steric effects occurring in the
polymer structure. However an overtone spectroscopic study
of the compounds in the same phase is necessary to confirm
such an argument.

In the AV = 3 and 4 regions of the polystyrene
spectrum, a band appears on the low energy side of the aryl
CH bands. The peak positions of these bands are close to the
overtone energies of secondary CH oscillators in alkaneszg
(table 4.4) and are thus identified to be the overtones of

the sp3 CH2 and CH bonds of the side chain. The above bands
clearly distinguish the overtone spectrum of polystyrene from
that of styrene and can be used to probe polymerization.
Overtone bands have been used to probe polymerization of
ethy1ene30. Probing polymerization using overtone bands is
a very convenient means since the fundamental spectra are
often congested by the presence of many modes of vibration
as can be realized from the fundamental IR spectra of styrene
and polystyrene32, where a comparison is difficult.

31
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Chapter 5

§_'SI*Sp      SOME
ALIPHATIC COMPOUNDS

5.10 Introduction

The characterization of CH bonds in aliphatic
compounds using overtone absorption spectroscopy has revealed

much information on the strength of individual CH bonds, the
effect of substituents on the strength of individual CH bonds,
the coupling of the CH stretching to other molecular motions,
the details of coupling between equivalent CH oscillators
attached to a common carbon atom and the creation of non

equivalent CH bonds in methyl groups subjected to anisotropic
environments and many other structural and spectroscopic
details.

The local mode parameters of a CH bond can be well

studied by analyzing the overtone spectra of compounds contain
ing solitary CH bonds. Quack and co-workers have presented1'2
detailed analysis of the high resolution gas—phase CH overtone

spectra of compounds like CF3H and (CF ) H obtained by Fourier3 3
transform (NIR) and photoacoustic (visible) techniques. They
have shown that the overtone spectral structure can be inter—
preted using a tridiagonal Hamiltonian involving stretch-bend

148
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Fermi interaction between states with a common chromophore

quantum number N = (VS + % Vb). These authors also studied
the dynamics of the CH overtones using the tridiagonal Hamil
tonian obtained from the spectroscopic data and have shown that
the Fermi interaction plays a key role in the local mode
dynamics (see Chapter 1, sec.l.32). Zewail and co-workers also
demonstrated3’4 the presence of stretch—bend interactions in

the overtone spectra of deuterated methanes obtained by photo
acoustic spectroscopy.

One of the criteria for observing mode selective
rupture of an X—H bond by overtone excitation is that the X-H
local mode under question is not to be coupled to other vibra
tional modes by Fermi resonance and that the molecule contains
only one X-H oscillator of that particular types. Another
possibility of mode selective chemical reaction by overtone
pumping is that the local mode is mixed with another vibration
which in turn can be a reaction coordinate (eg. dissociation

of H202 by overtone pumping of OH bond; the overtone_energy is
transferred to the O"O stretching mode leading to the fragment
ation into two OH bonds6_8). In either case one has to under
stand from the overtone spectra the details of the strength of
the X-H bond, its coupling with other molecular motions and
the dependence of the strength of such couplings on the over
tone quantum level. Among the different overtone photochemistry
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experiments reported to-date, more than half of them involve
nolecules in which olefinic CH bonds are excited9'1O. Hence

an understanding of the olefinic CH local mode parameters and
the couplings to other vibrations will be of interest in any
overtone photochemical studies involving them.

Considering the above facts we have studiedll the
SH overtone spectrum of trichloroethylene in the A V = 2-6
regions. Trichloroethylene contains only a single CH bond,
also it is an olefinic molecule. The overtone spectrum
presented here demonstrates that the CH bond strength in this
molecule is much greater than its parent molecule ethylene.
This is shown to be due to the electron withdrawing effect of
the chlorine atoms. The fifth CH overtone data is used to
predict the change in CH bond length from that in ethylene.
The spectrum also demonstrates that in the second overtone
region (LXV = 3) the CH overtone is Fermi resonant with the
CH deformation mode. There are no measurable Fermi intera
.p~

ctions in other overtone quantum levels. The Fermi_interaction
matrix element has a magnitude close to that found in dichloro
methane. The analysis of the overtone spectrum of trichloro
ethylene is given in sec.5.31.

Haloalkanes form a class of compounds that has been
subjected to many spectroscopic studies in the overtone12'18
and fundamental19_21 regions. Henry and co-workerslz have
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investigated the mass effects in the applicability of the local
mode description by studying the spectra of all the dihalo
methanes upto the fourth overtone region. Fang et al13 measured
the conventional (NIR) and thermal lens (visible) overtone

spectra of di- and tri-, chloro— and bromo-, methanes and
identified pure CH overtones and local-normal combination bands
in the spectra. These authors reported the first observation of

Fermi resonance in the overtone spectra of CHCl3 and CHBr3.
Henry et al14 demonstrated the use of overtone_spectra for
conformational analysis by studying the spectra upto the fourth
overtone regions of 1, 1,2,2 tetrahalo-and pentahalo — (chloro
and bromo) ethanes. Mortensen et alls calculated the overtone
spectra of the dihalo (chloro, bromo and iodo) methanes using a

coupled CZV model Hamiltonian (Chapter 1, sec.l.22). The
observed splittings between the symmetric and antisymmetric
states have been correctly explained by this model Hamiltonian.
Recently Ahmed and Henryl6 used the same Hamiltonian to inter

pret the CD overtone spectra of deuterated dihalomethanes where
the coupling occurs between the CD oscillators.

we have studiedls the overtone spectra of two larger
haloalkanes - 1,2 dichloro- and 1,2 dibromo-ethanes in the
[XV = 2-5 regions. Pure local mode overtones, local-local
combinations and local-normal combinations are observed in the

spectra. we have shown that the local mode model Hamiltonian
used by Mortensen et al can be used to interpret the local
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mode overtones and local-local combinations in the spectra.

Possible assignments of the observed local-normal combinations
are also given. The analysis of the haloethane spectra is
given in sec.5.32.

As explained in detail in Chapters 1 and 4, when a
methyl group is subjected to anisotropic environments created
by oxygen lone pair and TF electron clouds the CH bonds in
this methyl group become nonequivalent. The methyl group now

loses its original C3V symmetry. The methyl group in methanol
contains two types of CH bonds and its overtone spectrum is

analysed under Cs symmetryzz. Thus whether a particular methyl
group contains nonequivalent CH bonds or not can be identified
from the structure of the overtone spectrum of the molecule.
It should be pointed out that the fundamental absorption spectra
are difficult to use for searching local symmetry. The various
overtone spectroscopic studies on nonequivalent methyl CH bonds
have already been discussed in Chapters 1 and 4. 2~butanone

molecule contains two methyl groups; one adjacent to the carbonyl
group and the other separated from the carbonyl by a methylene
group. Fang et al23 have compared the third and fourth overtone
spectra of 2-butanone with those of acetone and acetaldehyde.

We have studied24 the overtone spectrum of 2-butanone

in the [XV = 2-5 regions. It is shown that the methyl group
away from the carbonyl is not effected by the anisotropic
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environments and that it maintains C3V symmetry. The peak
positions of the local mode overtones and local-local combi

nations calculated by the C3V local mode Hamiltonian agree with

the observations. The overtones of the in-plane CH8 bond and
the methylene CH bonds appear as shoulders to the main peaks.

The CHb overtones coincide with the C3V CH overtones. The
analysis of the 2-butanone overtone spectrum is given in
sec.5.33.

5.20 Experimental

The following samples are used for the experiments:
high purity trichloroethylene (99.9% extra pure AR from Sisco
Research Laboratories India), high purity 1,2 dichloroethane
(99.5% from Sisco Research Laboratories India), high purity
1,2 dibromoethane (99.0% from E Merck Germany), high purity
2-butanone (99.5% from Sisco Research Laboratories India) and

spectrograde carbon tetrachloride (99.9% from Sisco Research

Laboratories, India). The [§V = 6 overtone spectrum of tri
chloroethylene is recorded using the dual beam thermal lens
technique described in Chapter 3. The [XV = 3-5 spectra of
trichloroethylene, haloethanes and 2-butanone are recorded
from pure liquids in a Hitachi - 330 UV-vis-NIR spectrophoto
meter. The [§V = 2 spectra of the samples are recorded from
solutions in carbon tetrachloride to avoid saturation in
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absorbance signals. All spectra are recorded using a path
length of 1 cm and at 26i2°C.

5.30 Results and Discussion

5.31 Overtone Spectrum of Trichloroethylene

The overtone spectrum of trichloroethylene in
the [XV = 2-6 regions are shown in Figs.5.1-5.5. The assign
ments of the peak positions are given in table 5.1.

5.31a Pure CH Overtones

Trichloroethylene molecule contains only a single
CH bond (Fig.5.7) and the entire overtone spectrum appears
due to the excitation of this oscillator. The Av = 2,4,5
and 6 overtone peaks fit into a Birge—Sponer plot with good

correlation. The [XV = 3 overtone is shifted to high energy
side due to Fermi resonance (see the next section). The CH
local mode parameters obtained from the above fit along with
the correlation coefficient are also given in table 5.1. It
is to be pointed out that the fundamental CH stretching
frequency observed in trichloroethylene (3096 cm_1)25 is close
to the extrapolated value (3092 cm_l) of the Birge—Sponer plot
This is due to the fact that the single CH oscillator in
trichloroethylene exhibits‘local character even in the funda
mental region due to the large separation in frequency with
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Table 5.1

Observed peak positions and Assignment of

Overtone Spectrum of Trichloroethylene.
The local mode parameters are

w = 321615 cm_1 and
-wx ==-6211.5 cm@¥1with correlation. Y = -0.99963

Peak position
-1(cm )

5872

5938

6061

8460

8811

8921

11628

14224

16700

* Fermi shifted positions
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Assignment

Combination

Combination

AVS = 2 overtone

Combination

Combination*

[XVS = 3 overtone*

ZXVS = 4 overtone

AVS = 5 overtone

AVS = 6 overtone
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other vibrations. The local mode parameters of ethylene are
not available in literature and hence a comparison could not
be made. However the fifth CH overtone data of ethylene is
available26 and a comparison shows that the fifth overtone of
trichloroethylene is blue shifted with respect to ethylene by
150 cm'1. Since the anharmonicity of the CH bond is not
expected to vary upon halogen substitution27 the blue shift
in the overtone energy clearly indicates an increase in the
mechanical frequency and hence a decrease in the CH bond length
The correlation between fifth overtone energy and CH bond

length given in by Wong and Moore26 reads

LM O \JV_6 (cm'1)I (A) = (l.328i0.024) — =——+ —=— f~ (5.1)CH (s91ao;+_69o)
Even though there is considerable scatter in the data used to
deduce the above equation, Wong and Moore have demonstrated

that small changes in the CH bond length can be well predicted
from the observed changes in overtone energy A change of
0.001 Z on CH bond length causes only a shift of ~’l0 cm—l in
the fundamental but a shift of ~J70 cm_l in the fifth overtone
region. The above correlation predicts that the CH bond
length in trichloroethylene is ~’0.002 Z smaller than that in
ethylene. However to the author's knowledge, no experimental

data is available on the CH bond length of trichloroethylene
and hence we could not verify the result predicted by the over
tone data.
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Earlier infrared studies by McKean on fundamental
isolated CH stretching frequencies in various halogenated
ethylenesza have shown that halogen substitution generally
increases the isolated CH stretching frequency. McKean has
analyzed the observations by considering cis, trans and d.
effects of the C—X (X = F, Cl, Br, I) defined as the differ

ence between \)é:o in the cis trans and o( positions relative
to the halogen and the value of 'Vé;O in ethylene. The cis,
trans and o( effects are shown to be almost additive. Among
the halogens, fluorine behaves somewhat anomalously due to
the increased trans effect of lone pairs. The substituent S
values28 of F and Cl show that cis and trans effects for

chlorine are almost equal and the oL effect is slightly higher
whereas for fluorine the trans effect is much larger than the
cis and o4 effects. It is thus clear that the trans effect of
lone pairs is not dominant for chlorine substitution. We can
therefore conclude that the major effect of chlorine substi
tution in ethylene is similar to the effect of halogen substi
tution on methanezg and benzene (Chapter 4). The blue shift
in the CH fundamental frequencies in halomethanes with respect
to methane is interpreted as due to the electron withdrawing
property (-I effect) of halogens arising from their electro
negativity. The halogen atoms reduce the electron density at
the CH carbon atom which in turn result in an attraction of

the valence cloud of the hydrogen atom towards the carbon
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atom. This results in a decrease in CH bond length and an
increase in CH mechanical frequency.

5.3lb Fermi Resonance in the AV = 3 Region

The CH overtone transitions AV = 2,4,5 and 6

perfectly fit into a Birge-Sponer plot. The AV = 3 overtone
energy deviates from the Birge-Sponer plot (Fig.5.6) due to
the Fermi resonance with a combination band involving two

quanta of CH stretch and two quanta of CH bend (see below).
In the [XV = 2 region, the combination band is well separated
from the pure overtone (Fig.5.2) and thus level matching does

not occur. we could not observe the combination band in the
[XV = 4 region due to the poor signal to noise ratio of the

spectrophotometer in that region. However the perfect Birge
Sponer fit (Fig.S.6) obtained for AV = 2,4,5 and 6 transition
energies indicates that these levels are not affected by Fermi
resonance and the effect is dominant only in the AV = 3 region
Recent high resolution studies1’2 have shown that the Fermi
interactions between overtone and combination states involve

all the states with a common chromophore quantum number. How

ever with the present low resolution liquid-phase spectrum,
the interactions can be approximated to a two level case. The
perturbed energies are then given by3O

_ o 1 2 2 %E: - E12 :5 (4w12 +5 > (5.2)
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where the subscripts 1 and 2 are used for I38) and
\2s, 25> states, E32 is the average energy of the unperturbed
levels, W12 is the off-diagonal Fermi interaction matrix ele
ment and ,8 is the difference (E? - E3) of the unperturbed
(zero order) energies. Following the method used by Perry
et al3, the zero order pure overtone energy of AV = 3 is
obtained by extrapolation of the Birge—Sponer plot. The Fermi
resonance shift is the difference between the observed and the

extrapolated values. Since the Fermi shifts are equal for a
two level interaction, we can use theshift obtained by the

extrapolation to correct the observed energy of '28, 2g) to
get the zero order energy of this state. with the knowledge
of the two zero order energies the Fermi interaction matrix
element is calculated from eqn.5.2. This yields a value of
37.5 cm'1 for the magnitude of the matrix element. This value
is comparable to the stretch-bend Fermi interaction matrix
element observed in dichloromethane (33 cm 1).l7

The method followed here helps in identifying the
normal mode involved in the Fermi interaction. The zero order

energy of the combination band obtained above is 8826.6 cm "i
Since the anharmonicity of the low frequency mode is expected
to be small, the above value must be close to the energy of
the AV = 2 pure overtone plus two quanta of the low frequency

motion. This yields 2Vb~v 2765.5 cm , ie., vb**’1383 cm-1.
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This is close to the value of CH deformation frequency
(1385 cm'1) observed in trichloroethylenezs. At this point
if we assume that the low frequency motion involved in the
Fermi resonance interaction is C==C stretch i.e., the Fermi
resonance is between AV = 3 pure CH overtone and

AV = 2 + 2 v C:-:.C combination ( Vczc = 1590 cm-1) as is in
the case of cyclobutenes, we will get the result that the off
diagonal anharmonicity constant is )'1OO cm'1, and if we

assume that the combination bond involved is AV = 2+ 1)c=C+ SCH,
we will get the result that the off-diagonal anharmonicity
constant is > 50 cm_1. Since such high values are not observed
for the cross anharmonicity constants, we can conclude that
the low frequency motion involved in the Fermi resonance is
the CH deformation mode. Also the diagonal bending anharmoni

city and the off-diagonal stretch-bend anharmonicity are
negligibly small.

The reason for the occurrence of the Fermi resonance

only in the [XV = 3 region is now evident. The diagonal CH
stretching anharmonicity constant causes significant harmonic

suppression of the pure overtone energies. A nonzero stretch
bend anharmonicity constant (which is found negative in most
cases) will cause similar suppression in the combination band
energy. The net effect is the occurrence of a slow tuning of
the combination energy over the overtone energy and this Fermi
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interaction occurs for_a few quantum levels3. In the present

case of trichloroethylene the absence of off-diagonal anharmoni
city causes larger separation of the two bands with change in
quantum number and the energy matching occurs only at the
[XV = 3 region. In other words,the tuning becomes faster.
This observation again confirms our conclusion that the stretch
ing state in Fermi coupled to combination involving two quanta

of CH deformation mode rather than those involving 2\)c:=c
or (vczc + QCH) . The wave functions for the mixed states

3,30are

v\P€>=» Q] 3;) + <I$\_2s, 2g)
(5.3)

‘N/_>= -661 38> + <z|2s, 2b)

where 6 is the sign of W12 (which cannot be determined from
spectroscopic datal 3) and the coefficient <1 and. B are given
by

Q = (E§i§");§ (5 4)
_\"-5%a_<--2>

where P = (4 W-52 +8 2)l§ (5.5)
and Q2 + B2 = 1 (5.6)
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The ratio of the intensities is given by

éi = 5; (5.7)' 5
In the present case of trichloroethylene the above relations
yield <I2= 0.87; B2 = 0.13.

Thus I+/I_ :£ 6.7.

The [§V'= 3 spectrum clearly shows that I+1> I_.

However a measurement of the integrated intensities of the two
bonds is not attempted.

5.32 Overtone Spectra of 1,2 Dichloro- and Dibromo-Ethanes

The overtone spectra of 1,2 dichloro- and dibromo
ethanes in the [xv = 2-5 regions are shown in Figs.5.8-5.13.
The spectra show pure local mode overtones, local-local combi
nations and local-normal combinations. The peak positions of
the bands and their assignments are given in table 5.2.

5.32a Pure CH Local Mode Overtones and Local—Local
Combinations

The vibrational overtone spectra of 1,2 dichloro
ethanes can be analysed using local mode picture and kinetic
and potential energy coupling between CH oscillators attached
to a common carbon atom. For interpreting the overtone spectra
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of 1,2 dihaloethanes the molecular configuration can be regarded

as two dynamically independent CHZX (X = Cl, Br) fragments. Such
an approach has been adopted for the normal mode analysis of all
the dihaloethaneslg.
successful local mode

groups are assumed to
mode of analyzing the
dihalomethanesls. As

The assumption is again justified by the

analysis of neopentane31 where the CH3
be independent. Under this assumption the
overtone spectra will be the same as in

already explained in Chapter 1, the CZV
model Hamiltonian is used for calculating the spectra. The
Hamiltonian is the N = 2 version of equation 1.10 i.e.,

2 2
H - u>(V1+ v2) - wx(Vl+ v + v1+ v )

+

- 2 2
wY(aY—a1)(a;-a2) +Lu¢(a€+a1)(ag+a2)

(5.8)

The calculation of overtone energies is performed by neglecting
inter-manifold couplings (i.e., the coupling between the states
with different values of the total quantum number) and taking
into account only the intra-manifold couplings, and.under ladder
approximation (Chapter 1). The Hamiltonian matrices are given
in Chapter 1. In the absence of coupling the Hamiltonian (5.8)
reduces to pure local mode Hamiltonian in which case the

states \VO> and \OV> are degenerate. The spectroscopic
energies are then given by the Birge-Sponer relation, (eqn.1),
which for convenience is now written in the form

IKEV,O = w[V - x(V2 + v)] (5.9)
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In the presence of coupling the states become the symmetric

and antisymmetric types \VO>_‘_ = \/1-: (\V0>j: \0V>), where the" 2
degeneracy between \V0> and \0V> is lifted.

A13

From the Birge-Sponer plot of -V249 versus V, where

AEVIO is the average of AE(V’o)+ and AE(V'O)_ transition
energies, the local mode parameters flfl and x are obtained. The
least square local mode parameters obtained are given in
table 5.3. It is known that at room temperature about 80% of
1,2 dichloro- and dibromo-ethanes exist in the trans conform
ation32 (Fig.5.14). Overtone spectroscopy when used for con

formational analysis14 shows that the peak positions for trans
conformers obtained by deconvolution of the spectra deviate
very little from the observed peak positions. Thus we take

the average of trans Ag and trans Bu CH stretch fundamental
frequencies as the value of the transition energy for A Eu O) +

and the average of trans Au and trans Bq CH stretch funoa—
mental frequencies as the value of the transition energy for

AE(1 O) . The fundamental CH stretching frequencies of
1,2 dichloroethane and 1,2 dibromoethane are taken from the

work of Nakagawa et al33 and Tanabe et al2O respectively.

This gives AB = 2960 cm_1 and AF. = 3005 cm"1 for<1,<>>+ <1,<>>_
1,2 dichloroethane and AEU O) = 2971 cm_1 and' +
[§E(1 O) = 3022.5 cm-1 for 1,2 dibromoethane. The splitting
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between the '16)’ and ‘1,6>_ transitions in related to the
kinetic and potential coupling parameters through

AE(1,o)_—AE(1,o)+ = 2(Y—¢)w (5.10)

This gives values of 0.0073 and 0.0082 for (Y-Q5) for
1,2 dichloro- and 1,2 dibromo-ethanes respectively. All the
parameters necessary for calculating the overtone spectra are
now available and the diagonalization of the Hamiltonian
matrices (table 1.1) gives the pure local mode overtone and
local-local combination structure of the two molecules.

The calculated and observed values of the peak
positions of the pure local mode overtones and local-local
combinations are given in table 5.3. The calculated values
are in good agreement with the observations. It is seen from
the spectra that the pure local mode overtones show single
peaks instead of two split peaks expected from theory. This
is due to the fact that the oscillator coupling constant
(Y— ¢) is small for 1,2 dihaloethanes compared to dihalo
methanesls. Consequently the calculated spectra also show
that the energy separation between symmetric and antisymmetric
overtone states are small compared to those in dihalomethanes.

A similar situation occurs in the CHZIE overtone spectrum
reported by Perry et al3 where the \6dzt band is observed as



Table 5.3

Observed and calculated local mode spectra
of 1,2 dihaloethanes
For 1,2 dichloroethane w = 3067i4.3 cm_1,

0 0172+0 0007 'th l t' 0.999558.x = . _ . wl corre a lon 
For 1,2 dibromoethane w = 3152.7i4.2 cm“1,0 0219+0 0005 'th l t’ 0.999874.x = . _ . w1 corre a lon 

State ————4-CH2Cl-CH2Cl C§2Observed Calculated Observed
(cm'1) (cm'1) (cm'1)

‘10>+ 2960
\10)_ 3005
\20)+ 5814
\20)_ 5014
\11> -
\30)+ 0574
\30>_ 8574
\21)+ 8734
\21>_ 0818
,40>+ 11220
\3Q+ -
‘»31>_ "'
\22> __
\50)+ 13746

2960

3005

5801

5818

5939

8559

8562

8743

8829

11206

11495

11535

11676

13746

2971

3022

5893

5893

6028

8628

8628

8873

8937

11223

13699

5

Br—CH2Br

2971

3022

5874

5891

6046

8621

8621

8863

8963

11223
I

11605

11650

11827

13686

183

Calculated
(cm-1)

5
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a single peak. For the combination bands \2Q§ and \2£Z of
1,2 dichloroethane, since their separation is large two distinct
peaks are observed and these peaks agree well with calculations.

The ‘1£> band is not observed for 1,2 dichloroethane and we
strongly believe that this band is buried under the strong
local-normal combination band observed as a shoulder to the

\2@L band. This is possible since the local-local combination
bar1s have low intensities as observed in the case of \2Q§g and
\21)__ bands. For dibromoethane, all the bands \21)+ , \21>_
and \l1> are observed which show with the exception of \2£l a

good agreement with the calculations. The \3£L_ and \3£{ bands
are not observed for both the molecules due to the change of
grating of the spectrophotometer in that region. This problem
could not be eliminated by a careful recording since the absorpti
vities involved are very small and the signal to noise ratio is
poor.

5.32b Local-Normal Combinations

The bands denoted by 'C' in the spectra are combi
nations involving a pure CH local mode and two quanta of CH

bending normal modes. Their assignments are given in table 5.2.
The numbering of the normal modes is as given by Nakagawa and

Mizushima33. The fundamentll normal frequencies of 1,2 dichloro—
ethane and 1,2 dibromoethane are from references 33 and 20

respectively. The bands appearing as shoulders to the ‘3O>+
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band of 1,2 dichloroethane are not given in table 5.2 due to
the large uncertainty in the peak positions. we believe that
they are the counterparts of the bands appearing near the

\2dA: overtone band. In the case of 1,2 dibromoethane, the
band appearing in the low energy side of \20>t overtone band
is a combination band involving two quanta of CH bending normal

mode. This band ( 1712 nm) has larger intensity than the pure

overtone \2d%: band (1697 nm). Such intensity stealing has
been observed in many overtone spectra13’14. The correspond

ing combination band (1166 nm) near the \3UZt pure overtone
band is less intense than the pure overtone band. This is due
to the detuning effect, that is a decreased matching on passing

from \2dQ region to ‘3dé_ region. The combination bands
involving two quanta of CH tending modes show deviations from

simple additive energy relations between the local and normal
modes. This is due to the mechanical coupling ebetween the
two motions.

The band structures in between the pure local mode
overtone bands (Figs.5.12 and 5.13) mainly contains combinations
arising from the excitation of a pure CH overtone along with one
quantum of a normal mode. There are also present some combi
nation bands involving two quanta of certain normal modes. The
assignment of these bands are also given in table 5.2. Compari
son of the combination band structure of the two molecules has
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helped the unambiguous assignments of the bands arising from

'U13,'V8, vg and 2V5 normal modes. Other combination bands
involving one quantum of a normal mode are given more than one

assignment. ‘This is due to the fact that there are several
nearly equal normal frequencies for the 1,2 dihaloethane mole
cules and one cannot assign with certainty which normal mode

is involved in a particular combination band. In such cases
where more than one assignment is given there can be simult—
aneous contributions from more than one normal mode also.

For 1,2 dichloroethane the band at 1382.5 nm

(7233 cm_1) is not sharp. This is due to the contributions

from the combinations involving U; (gauche A<§CH2) and V35

(gauche B8CI-I2) . The band at 1358.8 nm (7360 ¢m"1) is

assigned to the excitation of two normal frequencies V13
(gauche B{°CH2) and v57 (gauche B CCl stretch) along with

[XV = 2; since ‘DAB and V57 are coupled33. Similarly, as
there is a coupling between the normal modes pg and p933,
the band at 1348.8 nm (7414 cm'1) is assigned as the excit

ation of V; (gauche A CCl stretch) and D; (gauche A.FCH2)
along with AV = 2. The local-normal combination band
structures AV = 3 plus one low frequency quantum shows
correspondence with its counterpart AV = 2 plus one low
frequency quantum. Since thesecombination bands are very
weak in intensity the signal to noise ratio is very poor
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and the determination of the peak positions becomes difficult.
Thus we have assigned only five peaks from this structure and
these five peaks have corresponding peaks in the [XV = 2 plus
one low frequency quantum structure. For 1,2 dibromoethane
also there are a number of combination bands involving one
quantum of low frequency normal modes. An examination of

table 5.2 reveals that there are combinations common for both
the molecules. Almost all the combination bands involving one
normal mode show additive energy relation between local and
normal modes.

5.33 Overtone Spectrum of 2-Butanone

The overtone spectrum of 2-butanone in the [XV = 2-5
regions are shown in Figs.5.15-5.18. The AV = 2 region shows

a structure corresponding to the Al and E components chara
cteristic of a C3V methyl group3l. The AV = 3 region shows a
main band having both high and low energy shoulders and an

additional high energy peak corresponding to a \2lQ> combination
The [§V = 4 and 5 overtone bands also have high and low energy
shoulders.

2-butanone molecule (Fig.5.19) contains two methyl
groups; one directly attached to the carbonyl group and the
other separated from the carbonyl group by a methylene group.
As already explained in sec.4.12 the methyl group adjacent to
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the carbonyl group is affected by the oxygen lone pair and
carbonyl 1T electron interactions, resulting in two types of
CH bonds; a stronger in-plane (to the C==O group) and two

weaker out-of-planes. Fang et al have compared the [§V = 4 and
5 overtone patterns of 2-butanone with those of acetone and
3-pentanone23. In acetone,both methyl groups are affected by
the anisotropic environments resulting in two types of CH
bonds. The overtone spectrum of acetone shows two bands at
each overtone level; the higher energy peak corresponding to

the stronger in-plane CHa bond and the lower energy peak corres
ponding to the weaker out-of-plane CHb bonds23. As one passes

from acetone to 2-butanone the_higher energy CH6 peak gets
suppressed in intensity and another low energy peak appears.
The suppression of the higher energy peak is interpreted by
Fang et al23 as due to the loss of bond strengthening mechanism

operating on CHa, since one of the methyl groups is now separated
from the carbonyl by a methylene group. The new low energy peak

is assigned to be due to the methylene group. On going from
2-butanone to 3-pentanone-the high energy peak completely dis
appears and the new low energy peak grows further in intensity.
These observations again confirmed the assignments of Fang et al
since in 3-pentanone there is no methyl group directly attached
to the carbonyl and the bond strengthening mechanism is no more

existing. Also there are two methylene groups in 2-butanone
which enhances the intensity of the additional low energy peak.
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In all these cases of acetone, 2-butanone and 3-pentanone the

CHb (out-of-plane) peaks show no appreciable energy shift. The
intensity changes are also small. This observation led
Fang et al to conclude that the normal methyl frequency in a

ketone is close to the CHb frequency of acetone23.

The near infrared spectrum of 2-butanone reported
in the present work clearly demonstrates the arguments of
Fang et al that normal methylene frequency in 2-butanone coin

cides with the CHb frequency of the methyl group adjacent to
the carbonyl. The main peaks observed for all the overtones

correspond to the out-of-plane CHbbonds of the methyl group
adjacent to the carbonyl and to the entire methyl group away
from the carbonyl, which is not affected by the anisotropic
environments. The methyl group away from the carbonyl maintains

CBV symmetry and thus gives rise to the symmetrized A and E
components in the Agv = 2 and 3 regions. The high energy

shoulders of the main peaks are overtones of the in-plane CH6
bond of the methyl group adjacent to the carbonyl. ‘The low
energy shoulders to the main peaks are overtones of the
methylene group. However,these high and low energy shoulders

are not resolved in the present liquid-phase spectrum and hence
a local mode analysis of these overtones are not attempted here.
Since the main peaks are also due to the independent methyl

group we can apply the local mode theory of C3v molecules31 to
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calculate the entire peak positions of overtones and local
local combinations. The local mode Hamiltonian is the N = 3

version of equation (1.10)

H = w(V1+ V2+V3) —cux(Vi+Vg+ V§+ V1+’V2+V3)+ + + + +
+ my [(a'{—a1)(a2-a2) + (a2-a2) (a3-a3) + (a3-a3) (a1—a1)]

+ w¢ [(a{+al)(aE+a2) + (ag+a2)(a§+a3) + (a§+a3)(a{+a1)]

(5.11)

This Hamiltonian is diagonalized under the ladder approximation
and neglecting inter manifold couplings, as already discussed
earlier. The pure overtone transitions obey the Birge-Sponer
equation (5.9). The local mode parameters u) and x obtained

by the least square plot of£iE%L9— versus V are given in table 5.4
From the previous discussions these are the local mode parameters
of all the CH bonds of the methyl group away from the carbonyl

and the two out-of-plane CHb bonds of the methyl group adjacent
to the carbonyl. To calculate the entire spectrum,we further
require the parameter (Y—¢3) which governs the kinetic and poten
tial energy couplings between the equivalent CH oscillators of
the independent methyl group. This parameter is usually obtained

empirically from the splitting of the \10d>A1ena \1od>E funda31mental transitions of the concerned methyl group . The
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Table 5.4
Observed and calculated local mode band maxima
of 2-butanone
The local mode parameters are:

w = aovsie cm-1
x = 0.0202i0.0005, with correlation -0.99947

Calculated ObservedState (cm-1) (cm-1)
\100>Al

\100>E

\200>A1
‘zoo

\110

\30o

\30o

‘210

\210

111

400

I506)

>E

‘11o>A1

>E

>11

>E

\21o>A1

1 >E
2n$E

>112

1 >11
\ >

2920

2964

5759

5771

5885

5916

8469

8471

8672

8698

8754

8768

8862

5780

5780

5903

5952

8467

8467

8740

11052 11062
13505 13512
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splitting is related to (y~4Z) through

A1~:\1OO>E -L\E\1OO>A1 = 3(Y-Q§)w (5.12)

Since the distinct transitions corresponding to the independent
methyl group in 2-butanone are not experimentally observed34.
we use the fundamental splitting in neopentane31 to calculate
the overtone spectrum of 2-butanone. The splitting is 44.1 cm_l
in neopentane and this gives a value of 0.00478 for (Y—y¢) in
2-butanone. The above approximation will not lead to serious
errors since the magnitude of the splitting is not expected to
vary abruptly among the independent methyl groups of different
compounds. Such an approximation was also made by Henry et al31

by adopting a common value for w(Y~fl5) in neopentanes. Thus all
the parameters required for calculating the overtone spectrum

are obtained and the diagonalization of the C3V local mode
Hamiltonian matrices (table 1.2) gives the entire local mode and
local-local structures. The calculated and the observed peak
positions (table 5.4) of the local mode overtones and the local
local combinations agree within experimental errors.
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Chapter 6

5UM1i1ARf¥. AND.....¢Q.1\I¢LU.5_I9_N§

This chapter summarizes the results and conclusions
of the present investigations.

The present work has mainly concentrated on the
application of overtone spectroscopy for characterizing the
CH bonds in some organic molecules. The fifth CH overtone

spectra are recorded by using laser induced thermal lens
effect. A dual beam thermal lens spectrometer is set up for
recording the fifth overtone spectra. The setup uses a
commercial CW Rhodamine-6G dye laser as the pump source and

a He-Ne laser as the probe source. The modulation produced
by the thermal lens in the probe beam is phase sensitively
detected and power normalized to get the absorption spectrum
of the medium. For successfully carrying out overtone studies

using the dual beam technique, various experimental consider
ations are to be taken into account. The present setup con
siders all these factors, even though no detailed parametric
studies of the thermal lens spectrometer is attempted. The
first through the fourth overtones are recorded by conventional
method using a commercial UV-VIS-NIR spectrophotometer which

uses a tungsten lamp as the source.
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The present overtone studies in acetophenone and
benzaldehyde in the [XV = 2-6 regions have shown that, compared

with benzene, the aryl CH mechanical frequencies (and hence the
force constants) in these compounds are larger than in benzene.

The correlation between shift in overtone energy and change in
CH bond length has predicted that the aryl CH bonds in aceto

o
phenone and benzaldehyde are nJO.QOl A smaller than in benzene.

The results on acetophenone and benzaldehyde are in agreement
with the results of the earlier investigations, that an electron
withdrawing substituent causes an increase of the aryl CH force
constant. However, the physical picture of this behaviour has
not been provided in any of the earlier works. we have proposed

that an electron withdrawing group causes an electron deffi
ciency at the ring carbon atoms, which in turn
attraction of the carbon atoms for the valence
of the hydrogen atoms resulting in a decreased
and an increased CH force constant. A reverse

causes a greater
electron clouds

CH bond length

effect is expected
upon substitution by an electron donating group. we have also
discussed in detail the physical mechanism in connection with the
earlier studies in halo- and methyl-benzenes.

The present overtone studies have shown that the methyl
group in acetophenone contains two types of nonequivalent CH

bonds arising from the anisotropic environments created by the
oxygen lone pair and carbonyl TY electron interactions. This is
the first report of the observation of nonequivalent methyl CH
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bonds in acetophenone. The mechanical frequency and the
anharmonicity of the in-plane CH bond in acetophenone are much

larger than those in acetaldehyde and acetone. Quantum mechani
cal resonance contributions of highly polar structures,which
puts large electron densities at the carbonyl oxygen atom, seem
to play a key role in this behaviour. The out-of-plane CH bonds
show decreased mechanical frequency and anharmonicity with

respect to acetone and acetaldehyde. This is attributed to the
large C::O bond length in acetophenone which results in a
decreased TT interaction.

The spectral studies of styrene and polystyrene in the
L§V = 3-6 regions have yielded the result that the aryl CH local
mode parameters in these compounds are close to those in benzene
A comparison of the overtone energies of the two compounds with

those of benzene has shown that the shifts in the styrene peaks
are comparable with experimental uncertainties. Also there is
no regularity in the magnitude and sign of the shifts for the

various overtone levels. Thus the aryl CH bonds are not much

affected by the -CH::CH2 group. The polystyrene peaks, on the
other hand shows increasing negative shifts with respect to
benzene towards higher overtones. Even if the shifts are small,
the good least square correlation and the regularity in the
magnitude and sign of the shifts indicates that there is a small
but detectable effect on the aryl CH bonds. The correlation
between shift in overtone energy and change in bond length
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predicts the result that the aryl CH bond length in poly
styrene is rd 0.0005 Z longer than in benzene. Our work on

polystyrene presents the first thermal lens overtone spectrum
of a solid as well as that of a polymer. In addition to aryl
CH overtones the spectrum of polystyrene also shows the over
tones of the CH bonds of the side chain. The use of these

overtones for probing polymerization has been suggested.

As a typical olefinic molecule containing isolated
CH bond, we have studied the overtone spectrum of trichloro
ethylene in the [XV = 2-6 regions. Olefinic compounds form a
major class of photochemical interest. Moreover, molecules
containing isolated CH bonds are potential candidates for
observing mode selective rupture of CH bond by overtone excit
ation. The analysis of the overtone spectrum of trichloro
ethylene has shown that the CH bond strength in this molecule
is much greater than its parent molecule ethylene. This is
shown to be due to the electron withdrawing effect of the
chlorine atoms. The correlation between CH bond length and
fifth overtone energy predicts that the CH bond in trichloro
ethylene is Pv 0.002 Z smaller than in ethylene. The overtone
spectrum also demonstrates that the pure CH overtone in the
[Xv = 3 region is Fermi resonant with a combination involving
CH stretching and CH deformation. There are no measurable

Fermi interactions in the other overtone quantum levels. The
magnitude of the Fermi interaction matrix element is close to
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that reported for dichloromethane. Arguments are given to
show that the low frequency motion involved in the Fermi intera
ction is the CH deformation rather than C::C stretch or combi
nation of C::C stretch and CH deformation. The overtone spectral
details of trichloroethylene obtained here will be useful in any
overtone photochemistry experiments involving this molecule.

The overtone spectra of 1,2 dichloro- and dibromo-ethanes
in the [§V = 2-5 regions show pure local mode overtones, local
local combinations and local-normal combinations. There are two

hydrogen atoms each attracted to both the carbon atoms in these
molecules. we have shown that the coupled local mode Hamiltonian

used for interpreting the overtone spectra of dihalomethanes can
be used to interpret the local mode overtones and local-local
combinations in the spectra of these larger haloalkanes. Possible
assignments of the local-normal combinations are also given.
Almost all the local-normal combinations involving one quantum
of a low frequency motion show additive relation between local
and normal frequencies. The combination bands involving two
quanta of CH bending modes show deviations from additive relations

due to the mechanical coupling between stretching and bending.
However, since the local-normal structures.h1dihaloethanes are

complex one cannot very easily pick out bands arising from
different origins.
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The analysis of the spectrum of 2-butanone in the
[§V = 2-5 regions has shown that the methyl group away from

the carbonyl is not affected by the anisotropic environments

and that this methyl group maintains CBV symmetry. The peak
positions of the local mode overtones and local-local combi

nations obtained by diagonalizing a CBV local mode Hamiltonian
agrees with the observed values. The overtones of the out-of
plane CH bonds of the adjacent methyl group are coincident

with the C3V peaks. While the overtones of the in-plane CH
bond appear as a shoulder on the high energy side, those of
the methylene group appear as a shoulder on the low energy
side.

Extension of the present studies to compounds in
the gas phase using the photoacoustic technique can certainly
yield more complete information about the spectra. For such
experiments one has to use dye lasers which cover the entire
near infrared and visible wavelength ranges.

émw
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